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Preface
Jharkhand is a land of rich diversity in race, region, caste, language,
landscape, flora and fauna and so on. The state not only possesses racial
diversity but also linguistic diversity which has been captured through this
study report titled ‘Language Diversity in Jharkhand’. The report brings
about the bouquet of languages spoken in different parts of the State. The
multi-lingual characteristic of the State is a valuable resource which needs
to be appreciated and channelized properly.
This study was undertaken by the Mother Tongue based Active Language
Learning (M-TALL akhra) to explore the language diversity in the state
and also study the experience of children in school community. The
recommendations of the report point out for the need of bridge course for
addressing the language gap, teachers training for handling multi-lingual
classrooms, supportive TLMs like Picture Dictionaries and community
based language support interventions among others.
I would like to thank UNICEF for constituting the M-TALL akhra to
envision multilingualism as a resource and for bringing together the various
researchers for addressing issues related to children’s language learning.
I would especially like to thank Mr. Binay Pattanayak, Education Specialist,
UNICEF, Jharkhand office and his team for facilitating the socio-linguistic
survey in the entire state and presenting the linguistic diversity and its
challenges in the state through this study report.
I also intend to thank staff at JTWRI who have worked with university
professors from all major universities of the state to identify research
scholars and also facilitate this study in all the twenty four districts of the
state.
I sincerely believe that this report and its recommendations shall be useful
for all the stakeholders and policy planners for designing and implementing
the developmental interventions keeping in mind the socio-linguistic
diversity of the State.
Rajesh Kumar Sharma, IAS
TWC cum Director, JTWRI
Government of Jharkhand
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Foreward
For children, their mother tongue is as important as their toys and stories.
They look at the world and also interpret it mostly through their mother
tongue. This works as stepping stones to their world of learning and
development. In education, it matters a lot to lay a foundation to their
language skills in their initial years. Then gradually children are enabled
to learn other languages through the bridge method to link their home
language with their school language. In a multilingual state such as
Jharkhand, this is a non-negotiable in initial years of learning for majority
of children who have got different mother tongues.
Minus this foundation, children from a different home language
background find it extremely difficult to relate to the teacher and
textbooks. Our experience in Jharkhand illustrates this very well as they
fail to understand the processes in school. School language does not allow
them to understand the content.
To study on issues related to mother tongue and education, we helped
to establish a research cell in the Jharkhand Tribal Welfare Research
Institute (JTWRI) of the Department of Welfare, Govt. of Jharkhand in
collaboration with researchers and practitioners from all universities, tribal
forums, government departments, civil society organizations, writers,
linguists and teachers who conceptualized this critical socio-linguistic
documentation in all districts of the state.
The findings discussed in this document provide feedback on children’s
home languages and their struggle to understand in the schools. Majority
of children in the rural areas have indicated that their home language is
very much different from their school language. It is good that our teachers
are locally recruited and many of them know children’s language. However
it is not adequate as the curriculum and textbooks demand the teachers to
familiarize children with the texts written in Hindi
I sincerely wish the findings of this documentation draws attention of
policy makers, educational managers, civil society organizations and tribal
forums to apply more thoughts into this critical issue and strengthen their
school readiness across the state.
Job Zachariah
Chief, UNICEF office for Jharkhand
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Executive Summary
This socio-linguistic documentation was commissioned to understand
the language diversity and how this diversity shapes the growth and
development of the children in Jharkhand. The survey was conducted
by M-TALL akhra of the Jharkhand Tribal Welfare Research Institute
(JTWRI) with support of UNICEF.
The study was designed to cover all the 24 districts, predominantly
rural areas, in the state and to capture the diversity within districts and
blocks. Semi-structured tools and techniques were adopted for the survey
including structured questionnaire and open-ended discussions on use of
language in day to day life of the communities and children in particular.
The survey focused on four major groups of respondents - households,
children, teachers and village resource persons including PRI members
and community leaders.

Interaction with a wide Spectrum of Respondents
yy

yy

yy

yy

yy

The study was conducted in 216 villages in 72 blocks of all 24 districts
of Jharkhand. It covered about 4000 respondents, approximately 18
from each village.
Around 45% of the respondents belong to ST communities, 17%
SC communities and remaining 38% General and others.
Roughly 73% of the respondents are engaged in agriculture and
allied activities while rest are dependent on other activities like
service, wage labor, business, collection and sale of minor forest
produces (MFP).
Over 30% of the respondents migrate to urban clusters, towns and
cities for livelihood opportunities at least once in a year.
Only 7% of the respondents interviewed had completed primary
education, 24% completed middle school and 34% had completed
matriculation and above. Around 36% of the respondents had never
been to school.

Major Findings:
Mother Tongues in Jharkhand
yy
Over 96% of the population in Jharkhand communicates in tribal
and regional languages at home. The tribal languages including
Santhali, Ho, Mundari, Kurukh, Kharia etc. are spoken by about
4

two-third (65.7%) of the population and regional languages such as
Nagpuri, Khortha, Panchparganiya, Bangla, Odiya, Urdu, etc. are
spoken by 30.6 of the population.
yy

Only 3.7% of the people communicate in Hindi as their mother
tongue.

yy

The break-up of people who speak regional languages is 30.6% :
Khortha (17.5%), Nagpuri (8.2%), Bangla (2%), Maghi (1.6%),
Urdu (0.6%), Panchparganiya (0.3%) and Odiya (0.3%).

yy

Around 65.7% of the surveyed population use tribal languages as
their mother tongue. These include Santhali, Kurukh, Mundari,
Sadri, Ho, Oraon, Khadia etc. The tribal language used as mother
tongue by largest number of people is Santhali (33%), followed by
Kurukh (9.5%), Mundari (7.6%), Sadri (6.7%), Ho (5.6%), Oraon
(1.1%). Khadia, Pahadiya, Birhori and Pachhiyari are spoken by
around 2% of the population.

yy

A total of 19 major mother tongues are spoken by people in
Jharkhand.

yy

Santhali, Khortha, Kurukh, Mundari and Ho emerged as dominant
mother tongues in Santhal Pargana, North Chotanagpur, Palamu,
South Chotanagpur and Kolhan Division respectively.

Language in Day to Day Life of Community
Language in Life of Children
yy

Around 97% of the respondents shared that tribal and regional
languages are used by children for communicating with parents.

yy

Only 5% of the respondents said that Hindi is used by children
while playing.

yy

Around 85% of the children interact in their day-to-day lives in
their tribal and regional languages.

yy

Over 95% of the local resource persons including PRI members and
community leaders reflected that children use tribal and regional
languages while interacting in their villages and localities.

yy

Only 41% of the surveyed students read story books. About 82% of
these children get story books from their schools.
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Language in Life of Adults
yy
Around 75% the respondents prefer use of tribal and regional
language/s for recreational activities like story listening, storytelling, listening to songs and singing.
yy

Over 33% of the respondents have indicated that they use Hindi
while interacting at Haat-Bazaars, (local markets) whereas 67% use
tribal and regional languages.

yy

More than 90% of the respondents are able to interact with Hindi
speaking visitors like government officials, NGO workers etc. More
than half (50%) of these admitted that they make some mistakes while
communicating in Hindi.

yy

More than 90% of the respondents have competence in basic
numeracy skills. Around 85% of the respondents are able to write
their name. Only 50% of the respondents have the confidence of
writing a letter to government officials.

yy

More than 70% of the respondents desired books and articles
related to health, agriculture etc to be available in tribal and regional
languages.

Language used in Schools
Use of Language in Classroom Transaction
yy

Teachers use Hindi for interacting with students as per 92% of the
surveyed children. 41% of the children use their mother tongue/s
for communicating with teachers.

yy

In survey of school children, around 97% of the children say that
textbook materials are in Hindi language.

yy

Around 90% of the teachers interviewed have spoken language
proficiency in tribal and regional language. Around 70% of
the teachers have indicated that they knew tribal and regional
languages.

yy

About 82% of the teachers shared that their schools have TLM kit
and picture charts as supplementary resources for language teaching
in Class I and II. More than 44% of the teachers say that picture
chart or ‘Picture Dictionary’ is their preferred aid for language
teaching.
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Learning Challenges
yy
In survey of teachers, around 78% felt that children face learning
challenges due to the language gap.
yy
More than 52% of the village resource persons including PRI
members and community leaders feel that children of Class I and II
face learning challenges due to language problem.
yy
Roughly 92% of the teachers expressed that children belonging to
SC, ST and OBC faced learning challenges in schools.
yy
Approximately 31% of the teachers suggested use of local language
to improve reading efficiency in Grade I and II. Around 50% of the
teachers felt use of play methods such as TLMs and picture charts
would be more useful.
yy
Only 20% of the local resource persons say that community members
provide support to teaching-learning of children in school.
Coping Strategies
yy
To address learning challenges due to language gap around 36% of
the students take support from teachers, 34% of the students take
help of pictures of textbooks while rest are either silent or try to take
help from parents and guardian.
yy
Around 70% of the villagers want tribal and regional languages to
be used for classroom transaction, in school textbooks and teachers
to interact with children.
yy
More than 90% of the teachers admitted that they need training for
addressing learning challenges of children due to language gap.
yy
Around 87% of local resource persons including PRI members and
community leaders feel that learning process of children would be
enhanced if local artists, story tellers and other local resource person
share their knowledge and experiences with school children.

Key Recommendations of the Study
Children face learning challenges due to the lack of mother tongue based
early language readiness from their mother-tongue language to Hindi
during their pre-school and early schooling periods.
1.

The medium of instruction in Anganwadi Centers and early classes
in Schools in Jharkhand should be in the mother tongue of children
by way of using bi-lingual primers prepared in a decentralized manner.
7

2.

Teachers should be oriented to understand and respect local
resources and culture along with children’s local language/s.

3.

Teachers need to be trained for handling multi-lingual situations
and develop material for handling such situation and learning
language teaching techniques.
TLM materials like picture dictionary, reading materials and other
local learning resources in local languages should be developed to
support language transition from regional and tribal languages to
the state education language in pre and early years of education.

4.

5.

Local resources and culture should be utilized to improve children’s
learning and holistic development in multilingual situation in
Anganwadis and schools. Local resource persons can be invited to
school to share their knowledge and techniques to deal their daily
life courses which will be foundation for such children who have
come from different backgrounds.

6.

Children’s mother tongues must be used as language of interaction
in the Anganwadi centers and class I of Primary schools. A language
foundation in child’s mother tongue must be built before the
bridging with Hindi and other languages is facilitated.

7.

It is important to conceptualize pre-school learning of ECCE and
primary schooling in a continuum, with emphasis on an appropriate
language skill building process.

8.

There is a strong need for designing a mother tongue based ‘School
Language Readiness’ for every child in pre-school learning for
smooth transition to Primary School.

9.

The concept of pre-school learning and primary education in
Jharkhand needs to be conceptualized in the context of multilingual
diversity of Jharkhand and curriculum, pedagogy, assessment need
to be designed appropriately to help every child learn to desired
level.

10.

Linguistic mapping should be used to assess the linguistic diversity
before planning any intervention for education in the state.

❑❑❑
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Chapter 1

Background of the Study
1.1 Every child learns home language well!
Language is a precious tool for both children and adults. Children, through
their continuous interaction with different persons, objects, events and
texts, acquire a wide range of experiences, knowledge and skills in life.
While participating in any interactive activity, they relate their experience
to its related previous knowledge, they think about it, consult others,
construct own meaning about the incident and articulate in own ways.
In early years, children’s home language (mostly mother tongue/s) plays a
crucial role in enabling them to understand different objects, incidences
and the overall world around them. Research and evidences have proved
that even a 2- 3 year old child manages to make meaning out of various
experiences and manipulate these for different purposes. They manage to
create different types of new sentences to negotiate with different type of
people and achieve various targets in extremely creative manners.

Reflections from Constitution of India, 1949
Article 21 A: Right to Education : The State shall provide free and
compulsory education to all children of the age of 6 to 14 years in such
manner as the State, by law, may determine.
Article 29: Protection of interests of minorities : Any section of the citizens
residing in the territory of India or any part thereof having a distinct language,
script or culture of its own shall have the right to conserve the same.
No citizen shall be denied admission into any educational institution
maintained by the State or receiving aid out of State funds on grounds
only of religion, race, caste, language or any of them.
Article 46 : Promotion of educational and economic interests of
Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes and other weaker sections: The State
shall promote with special care the educational and economic interests
of the weaker sections of the people, and in particular, of the Scheduled
Castes and the Scheduled Tribes, and shall protect them from social
injustice and all forms of exploitation.
9

Article 350: Language to be used in representations for redress of grievances:
Every person shall be entitled to submit a representation for the redress of
any grievance to any officer or authority of the Union or a State in any of the
languages used in the Union or in the State, as the case may be.
In Jharkhand, like in any other land, children acquire language learning
skills at home. Both in urban and rural areas, children use their
mother tongue to construct wide range of communications skills. They
communicate effortlessly through plain sentences, songs, stories, riddles,
pictures, dances, and other dramatic expressions with others to share their
feelings, concerns, demands and ideas.
No child in any community fails to communicate comfortably and confidently
in own mother tongue/s. In totality, children of Jharkhand, before coming to
school, express their language learning skills and proficiency in a wide range of
ways and competencies. The richness of social and cultural diversity of the land
prepares every child as a healthy language learner.
1.2 Multilingualism is not a problem, but a resource
The National Curriculum Framework (NCF, 2005) of NCERT has
also recommended that language teaching needs to be multilingual not
only in terms of the number of languages offered to children but also in
terms of evolving strategies that would use the Multilingual classroom as
a resource. It is advantageous to have home language/mother tongue of
children as the medium of learning in schools.
The Right of Children to Free and Compulsory Education Act (2009)
also emphasizes that the language of instructions should be the mother
tongue to the extent possible. This will enable the child to learn in her/
his own socio-linguistic context.
The diverse use of many languages makes Jharkhand a unique multilingual
multicultural State. Because of the richness in song, drama and cultural
activities in the State it is said that people here ‘talk in songs and walk
in dances’. Jharkhand is a unique case of language diversity and cultural
richness. Every child caries unique language proficiency in own mother
tongue. A language map of Jharkhand looks much more colorful than a
rainbow or feather of a peacock.
Research on language cognition and also the National Curriculum
Framework, 2005 indicate that multilingualism is not a problem, as
10

felt by many people/teachers, but it is a great resource for a teacher and
community. If a child grows in a multilingual and multicultural society, it
gives the child ample opportunities to embrace diversity by learning from
different language resources and cultural activities. On the other hand, a
child who gets confined to one or two language and cultural diversity is
deprived of the multifarious opportunities.
Research studies reveal that children perform better when they are taught
in their mother tongue and through familiar examples and objects in the
first instance before they can intellectually move from the concrete to
the abstract.
Baker, 2001; and Heugh, 2003
A classroom is a classic example of this point. If children from four language
groups work in a classroom it provides many opportunities to children to
share cultural experiences with each other from different perspective and
learn many new things from different language groups. While discussing
about ‘rats,’ children in a multilingual classroom can know different names
(Chuha in Hindi, Musa in Nagpuri, Khortha, Kurmali and Panchparganiya,
Gudu in Santhali, Kateya in Mundari and Ho, etc.) and nature of rats from
different angles other than knowing about different types of perceptions
and experiences related to rats. Similarly children also learn how different
methods are followed in different communities to tackle rat related issues.
This helps every child in the context to enhance not only knowledge, and
skills, but also an interest to learn and respect for different communities
and their knowledge. At the same time, this process helps every child
to discover the strength of own community and its innovative practices
and also to take pride in those. A continuous exchange of knowledge
and resource empowers every community on a continuous basis. It is not
children alone, but the whole community benefits in a great way to expand
its own knowledge, system, skills and process. India, through its rich
diversity and respect for its different knowledge system, is well respected
for its wide diversity and cultural plurality.
1.3 Language is the foundation for lifelong
Another crucial aspect of language learning is that it lays a foundation for
lifelong learning and education. If a child learns language well, it helps her
to do well in all other subjects such as mathematics, science, social science,
etc. Language works as stepping stones to the world of learning. It helps in
11

comprehension in different subjects. On the other hand, if a child does not
acquire the foundation skills in one language, s/he struggles to understand
the basic concepts in different subject areas too.
A good example of this is the poor quality of English medium schools in
many places, where children are deprived of the language foundation in
mother tongue/s. On the other hand the poor quality of pedagogy does not
enable them develop desired language skills except some rote learning skills
such as ‘good morning’, ‘thank you’, ‘yes Sir/Madam’, etc. This process of
rote learning is rampant in the states, where parents get an illusion that
their children learn English, but actually children neither learn English
nor the concepts in different subjects. Hence they develop high level of
frustration and lose the confidence to do something original in life. This
does high injustice to parental aspiration, children’s development and
thereby social progress.
On the other hand, a child who gets a good foundation in own mother
tongue/s and acquires the interest and confidence to learn bears a higher
potential for learning. S/he feels confident and eager to apply own
foundational language learning skills for learning new languages and new
subjects in a natural manner. S/he possesses the required interest and skills
to relate to the newer experiences.
1.4 How we look at multilingualism!
In reality, do our children in Jharkhand and other multilingual States
actually benefit from our multilingual resources and cultural diversity?
Children as long as they grow in a natural manner in their community,
keep on acquiring rich language learning skills in local language. They talk
to each other in mother tongue (and also father tongue if it is different)
fluently communicating through varieties of sentences, ideas, songs,
riddles, stories, proverbs, etc. in the playground by communicating quite
intelligently and innovatively with friends from different language groups and
cultures. In the market or Mela, they communicate with people in different
languages as per requirement through various negotiation skills in language.
Language, for every child and adults, remain a creative tool for relating
to the different objects/ incidents of the world, in understanding those, in
organizing own thought processes and also in finalizing own understanding
to articulate in different ways and in different contexts. On the whole,
language enables us to ‘live’ and give us an ‘identify’ as the most powerful
12

communicating animal in the world. Children in their community adopt
brilliantly to acquire language skills in various languages as per their context.
A child in every district of Jharkhand knows at least three languages.
Number of languages increases in boarder areas further. Other than this
language learning in home, playground and market children also benefit
extensively from the rich cultural tradition (story-telling, folk literature,
songs, dances, etc.) and their cultural exchange on various occasions other
than from television, radio and print media.
1.5 Schools need to value multilingualism as a resource
What happens when those multi language proficient children come to
‘school’? Although ‘school’ as a concept is designed to relate to every child’s
community and background and help her/him to participate in a wide
range of learning activities in diverse contexts and acquire knowledge, skills,
interests and attitude in different subject areas for holistic development; it
fails to do justice to this principle in sprit. As a consequences of some poor
policy and planning, ‘school’ in majority cases surprisingly ‘rejects’ the
rich community supported skill, knowledge and interest of the children.
It forces them not to communicate in own languages, but in different
language (i. e, Hindi from Class 1) which turns out to be very different and
difficult for majority of children whose home language differs from it.
The teacher and text in school, turn alien to the child as they communicate
in Hindi! The child does not understand them! They (teacher and text)
do not understand the child! It challenges the thought process, working
processes and also thereby the confidence, interest and the security of the
child, who is just a 6-7 years old! It is no way less than throwing a child to
a pond who does not know how to swim or asking a child from the plains
to climb a stiff mountain! How can one expect children to adjust to a
situation which is extremely alien and unfriendly to them?
1.6 A hard struggle of children that adults fail to recognize!
Unfortunately, majority of children in Jharkhand face this unexpected
challenge and shock in their early classes because of the differences in their
home language and school language. Uniformly in every pre-school and
school of the state, education starts in Hindi when majority of children
enter school without or exceptionally low familiarity with the language.
Still, children come to school and try to adjust! They certainly deserve high
appreciation for their interest in education and development.
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They know that the school environment is exceptionally threatening
because of the language gap. Still they come and face the challenge,
demonstrating high level of courage and perseverance. But how long can
your motivation determine action and labor will enable you in such a
threatening environment without appropriate skills? On many occasions,
attitude of the school also adds further salt to their injury day by day
and aggravates their frustration. Ultimately, a day comes for most of the
children in Class 1 to call it a day in the school, not at the end of the day,
but in the early part of the day! Highest percent of children ‘dropout’ of
school in the state are in classes 1 and 2!
What happens to these dropouts? They get deprived of education, dignity
and ultimately own identity in society. Only a few, because of some
support from home or teacher or community, manage to continue their
education and earn an identity for themselves and get rewarded through
higher studies, jobs and social security. Children from non-Hindi language
background do not get a scope to pursue their education in own language
without scope for appropriate support.
1.7 RTE Act recognizes mother tongue based learning to the extent
possible!
Now the dynamics have changed with the enactment of the Right of
Children to Free and Compulsory Education Act, 2009 in India and
thereby in Jharkhand too! It is a right of every child irrespective of her/ his
background, to come to school, continue learning in a non-threatening
environment, with freedom of expression, without any trauma and through
child-friendly, child-centered learning process till the child completes at
least Class VIII. It alarms the teacher that s/he can no way punish or harass
any child. The Act respects the background and language of every child and
advocates for mother tongue based education to the extent possible. No
school can achieve the RTE goals of universal child friendly environment
and learning without promoting mother tongue based early learning in
tribal areas and non-Hindi-home language areas. Pedagogues in different
parts of the world have innovated various successful teaching learning
strategies to address, the language disadvantage of children in early years.
1.8 Mother tongue based early learning lays a solid foundation!
There are states, which promote mother tongue based learning for children
in their early years and lay a foundation for their language learning before
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bridging it with their learning in the school language. In such initial
mother tongue based learning, a child is supported to take part in various
community based learning activities using local contexts and material and
is encouraged to communicate with teacher and peers in own mother
tongue. This helps the child to acquire the basis literacy and numeracy
skills in own mother language. The teacher and texts are appropriately
designed to enable the child practice speaking, reading and writing till s/
he acquires the basic language learning skills and confidence.
Gradually children take part in various ‘language bridging activities’ which
enable children discover that their own language skills in basic literacy and
numeracy are not much different from the language skills required for the
same in the school language. They, through practice, find out that sentences in
their school language are also constructed in a similar way as it is done in their
home language. Sometimes different objects and incidents bear a different
name. However, the nature of constructing sentences, counting of objects/
events, calculation processes such as addition, subtraction or multiplication
resemble their approaches in home language in a remarkable manner. They
also get to know that there are various languages in their land and beyond that
follows similar approaches to communication in own context.
1.9 Children with some language foundation understand the world in
a better way!
This gives a new perspective, excitement and confidence to the new-learners.
They feel more empowered depending on their number of languages and
cultures they deal with. Greater depth and diversity in language and culture
bring in higher scope for individual learning and development. Jharkhand
is a unique case of this paradigm. Other than its language diversity, and
cultural richness the added advantage is its socio-political leadership. The
political leaders and parliamentarians who design policy and plans of the state
are mostly tribal and multilingual personnel, who understand the value of
tribal and regional languages better than their counterparts in other states.
In many other states, leaders fail to recognize the strength in the language and
culture of tribal and regional languages and develop attitudinal issues towards
multilingualism and regional languages. This way, Jharkhand has a good potential
of facilitating a multilingual education pedagogy based on the diverse mother
tongues in the state. Jharkhand is also a special state which recognizes 12 languages
as Official languages of which 11 are tribal and regional languages. This provides a
greater scope for respecting children’s’ home language and their effective bridging
with school languages as discussed above.
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1.10 Language flourishes in our eyes, brains and hands
Language is one of the most powerful tools of human civilization. It enables
every human being to look around, learn the world, share own experience
with each other and also construct ideas for making life beautiful. In every
village and community one can see the tremendous strength of languages
as it is expressed in their culture and traditions. The stories created and
shared, the songs and dances, the riddles and proverbs, knowledge about
science, mathematics, health, food making, house building, environment,
agriculture – every such wonderful creativity stands on the shoulder of
language! It is not a story of the concerned language in the community
alone, but the continuous exchange of ideas among different communities
that enriches the system of knowledge in every learning society.
In education of children, language learning is one of the critical stepping
stones. Based on the basic language learning skills in early years, children
dare to step into the world of literature, mathematics, science and social
science. The better the foundation in language learning is laid in early years,
easier and funnier it becomes for the student to pursue higher studies and
research in own area of interest.
1.11 Language is stepping stone to the world of learning!
Linguistic diversity is a hallmark of India. (Bhatia & Ritchie, 2004: 794).
But Indian multilingualism goes beyond a simple diversity of numbers
which, in themselves, are quite overwhelming. There are 1652 mother
tongues (1961 census) and a much larger number of dialects. These have
been classified into 300 to 400 languages (five language families). There are
22 constitutionally recognized official languages (Constitution of India,
VIIIth schedule, after the 100th constitutional amendment, December
2003) along with English (the associate official language). Some 104
languages are used for radio broadcasting and for adult literacy programs,
and 87 are used for print media. It is not just the presence of a number
of languages in different spheres of social life in India but the dynamics
of the relationship between these languages and their users that make
the ethos of language use in India quite distinct from that of dominantmonolingual societies. Of the several features that are characteristic of
Indian multilingualism (Mohanty, 1991, 1994), the following seven are
particularly relevant to understanding how multilingualism impacts on
the social and individual processes (Mohanty, 2004):
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(1) bilingualism at the grass-root level;
(2) maintenance norms;
(3) complementarities of languages;
(4) multiplicity of linguistic identities;
(5) bilingualism as a strategy for mother tongue maintenance;
(6) multilingualism as a positive force;
(7) early socialization for multilingual functioning.
Ajit Mohanty in The Nature of Indian Multilingualism: A Closure
Look
In a multilingual state such as Jharkhand the potential is even higher.
If a child is brought up in a multilingual learning environment, s/he
gets exposed to the rich language, culture and traditions of multiple
communities. In tribal and rural areas the local knowledge systems are
very rich and are developed through continuous experiments with local
environment, and field outputs for thousands of years. Children in such
environment get excellent opportunity to understand the roots and basics
of science, language, mathematics and social science in a smooth manner.
Here they can see the root of every practice as well as the shoot and fruit
of their experiments. For example, children in rural areas play with cows
and calves; feed them and understand their life very well. They also drink
fresh milk from their cow and enjoy curd, butter, and ghee prepared by
their mother. This scope for learning about the world of the cow is highly
limited in urban areas where children sometimes get the illusion that milk
comes in packets from companies and is produced in companies!
1.12 Challenges before education system
However, does our education system recognize these aspects when it
comes to children’s learning? The way textbooks are written, teachers are
trained and children are assessed, it gives an impression that knowledge is
stored in textbooks and teacher is to pour this knowledge into the empty
vessels of children! Ultimately examination is undertaken to test if the
child has by-hearted the information poured into the empty vessel! This
poor belief in education has weakened generations of curious learners.
Every time children enter schools with the hope of learning and whole
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development. However their aspirations are demolished by inadequately
prepared systems!
1.13 The new wind promises a paradigm shift
This is a high time to transform our beliefs and practices regarding children’s
education. Learning theories formulated by renowned educationists
and pedagogues in the world have provided us evidences and insights
in this regard. India’s new curriculum framework (National Curriculum
Framework, 2005) is also based on these learning theories. NCF 2005 has
advocated the following guiding principles.
Fig 1: Table showing Guiding Principles of NCF
SN

English

SN

Hindi

ekxZn'kZd fl)kar %

Guiding Principles:
We need to plan and pay
attention to systemic matters
that will enable us to implement
A
A
many of the good ideas that
have already been articulated
in the past. Paramount among
these are :

gesa O;oLFkkxr eqíksa ij /;ku nsus o
mUgsa fu;ksftr djus dh vko';drk
gS ftlls ge mu vusd vPNs fopkjksa
dks dk;kZfUor dj ldsa ftuds ckjs esa
igys Hkh ckr dh tk pqdh gSA buesa
lcls vge gSa %

connecting knowledge to life
A1 outside the school,
A1

Kku dks Ldwy ds ckgjh thou ls
tksM+uk

ensuring that learning is shifted
A2 away from rote methods
A2

i<+kbZ jVUr iz.kkyh ls eqä gks] ;g
lqfuf'pr djuk

enriching the curriculum to
provide for overall development
A3 of children rather than remain A3
textbook centric

ikB~;p;kZ dk bl rjg laoèkZu fd og
cPpksa dks pgq¡eq[kh fodkl ds volj
eqgS;k djok, ctk, blds fd og
ikB~;iqLrd&dsafnzr cu dj jg tk,

making examinations more
A4 flexible and integrated into A4
classroom life and

ijh{kk dks vis{kkd`r vfèkd yphyk
cukuk vkSj d{kk dh xfrfof/k;ksa ls
tksM+uk] vkSj

nurturing an over-riding identity
informed by caring concerns
A5
A5
within the democratic polity of
the country

,d ,slh vf/kHkkoh igpku dk fodkl
ftleas iztkrkaf=d jkT;&O;oLFkk ds
varxZr jk"Vªh; fpark, lekfgr gkasA
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Jharkhand, known as the land of forests, as a multi-lingual state has
tremendous potential to nurture quality education of children based on
the above guiding principles. Here children in majority cases grow in
natural surroundings and acquire a wide range of knowledge and skills in
their mother languages. By the time they enter an Anganwadi or, Primary
School, they are proficient language speakers with basic experience in local
mathematics, science, social science and cultural activities.
1.14 Yes, the required change is in our hands!
If these knowledge and skills of children could be ‘related to school’ …
‘curriculum is contextually adapted’ … ‘examination is made flexible in
synchronization with classroom life’ and … ‘system nurtures an over-riding
identity’ (just as defined in the NCF 2005), then children of Jharkhand
will prove to be one of the best learners in the world.
1.15 An initial attempt to understand the stumbling blocks
This initiative is one move in this direction. It is an attempt to study the
language maps in different parts of Jharkhand and language proficiency of
children in those areas. Hence researchers have gone to nooks and corners
of the state to consult children at home, in play grounds, markets and
schools. Other than this, it is an attempt to understand, in the present
context, the language disadvantages faced by children in the schools which
do not recognize the language proficiency of children in a rude manner! In
this context, family elders, community leaders, PRI members and school
teachers have been consulted at length to understand how much they
are concerned about children’s language learning abilities, their present
language disadvantages, community’s respect for own mother languages
and recommendations for creating suitable learning environments in
school and community for facilitating mother tongue based active language
learning for every child in the community.

❑❑❑
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Chapter 2

Objectives, research design
and methodology
Jharkhand is home to a number of languages. These languages belong to
three major language families as indicated below.
Fig 2: Table Showing Languages of Jharkhand under 3 major Language Families
Indo-Aryan languages

Bhojpuri, Hindi, Urdu, and Bengali

Dravidian languages

Korwa, Oraon, and Sauria Paharia

Munda languages

Kurukh, Santhali, Mundari, Bhumij, Paharia and Ho

Source: Land and People of Jharkhand1

The Scheduled Tribe (ST) population of Jharkhand State as per 2001
census is 7,087,068 constituting 26.3% of total population. Jharkhand has
32 notified tribes of which 9 belongs to Primitive Tribe Groups (PTGs).
Jharkhand’s 15 districts have 40 to 80% Schedule Tribal population2. We
can see in the table the districts with ST concentrated populations.
Fig 3: Table showing Concentration of ST Population in Jharkhand
ST Concentration Districts of Jharkhand
ST concentration

Districts

0 - 20%

Bokaro, Chatra, Deoghar, Dhanbad, Garhwa,
Giridih, Hazaribagh, Koderma, Palamu,
Latehar, Ramgarh

20 - 40%

Dumka, Godda, East singhbhum, Sahibganj,
Jamtara

40 - 60%

Lohardaga, Pakur, West Singhbhum, Ranchi,
Khunti, Saraikela-Kahrsanwa

60 - 80%

Gumla, Simdega

Jharkhand state has been divided into five divisions as shown in the table.
1
2

Oraon, P C, JTWRI Ranchi 2003: Land and People of Jharkhand.
Analytical Report: Jharkhand Provisional Population Census 2011 Facts & Figures.
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Fig 4: Table showing Districts of Jharkhand under the 5 Divisions
Division

Districts

Santhal Pargana

Pakur, Sahebganj, Godda, Dumka, Jamtara and Deoghar

Kolhan

West & East Singhbhum and Seraikela Kharsawan

Palamu

Garhwa, Latehar and Palamu

South Chhota Nagpur Ranchi, Khunti, Gumla, Simdega, Lohardaga
North Chhota Nagpur Hazaribagh, Ramgarh, Chatra, Bokaro, Dhanbad,
Giridih, Koderma

All these districts have sizable number of ST Child population who are
school going and mostly attend Government Schools. The total number of
children in Jharkhand, in the age-group 0-6 years in Census 2011 is 0.52
million (15.9% of total population of Jharkhand) whereas the 6-14 age
groups has 0.69 million population.
Fig 5: Table showing child population concentration
Average Child Population Contribution (%) in various ST Concentration Districts
Average Child
ST Concentration
Districts
Population
0-20%
Bokaro, Chatra, Deoghar, Dhanbad,
16.49
Garhwa, Giridih, Hazaribagh, Koderma,
Palamu, Latehar, Ramgarh
20-40%
Dumka, Godda, East singhbhum,
16.32
Sahibganj, Jamtara
40-60%
Lohardaga, Pakur, West Singhbhum,
16.05
Ranchi, Khunti, Saraikela-Kahrsanwa
60-80%
Gumla, Simdega
15.81
Source: Census 2011

To understand the issues related to children’s language learning in early
years of primary school a series of brain storming consultations were held
among educational workers, anthropologists, tribal language experts,
professors in tribal & regional languages, NGOs, Media Personnel, and
children at different places in the State. Secondary information collected
from DISE, ASER studies, Selected Educational Statistics, COHORT
findings from MGML/SLM Classes, and other studies were discussed in
these meetings to get concrete evidences about enrollment, attendance,
and learning outcomes of students from different social groups.
It was very clearly identified that whole language of children in most cases
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differed significantly in all districts of the state. This created a great conflict
in students’ attendance, participation and continuation in the school,
particularly in Class 1. It was observed that drop out in class 1 is highest
in the whole elementary cycle. Language experts from the Departments of
Tribal & Regional Languages and tribal parents categorically highlighted
that language disadvantage and teacher attitude were major factors of
children’s poor attendance and higher dropout in class 1.
It was proposed to plan for a state wide socio linguistic survey to study the
type and intensity of mother languages used by children in different parts
of the state. It was also felt necessary to design a strategy to address language
disadvantages in systematic manner. Accordingly a socio-linguistic survey
covering limited blocks of every district of the State was conceptualized
along with a strategy for collecting community based learning resources in
the major tribal and regional languages.
It was planned to look at the following aspects of children’s language
learning in community and schools.
1.

What languages people use in the community for various types of
activities – Language 1, Language 2, Language 3 in terms of their use?
2.
Language proficiency of children - Language 1, Language 2,
Language 3 in terms of their use?
3.
Aspirations of village adults regarding their Mother Languages - what
way they want to see the effective use of their Mother Languages for
their society and children?
4.
Observations of teachers regarding children's language proficiency,
language learning and language disadvantages
5.
Teachers' language proficiency and their use in classrooms
6.
Children's experiences in classrooms, playgrounds, markets using
Language 1, Language 2, Language 3
7.
Critical observations of community members, teachers and children
regarding children’s learning experience in school, status of Mother
Languages and their future
8.
Implications for classrooms, materials, pedagogy, learning
assessment and community participation in school development
and management in the context of NCF 2005 and RTE Act.
Planning Meetings:
A series of planning meeting were held with different stakeholders for tools
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and sampling for the survey. The meetings were held in JTWRI, Ranchi
as well as Ranchi University with language experts, anthropologists,
University experts, JEPC representatives and UNICEF officials. The
purpose of the meetings was conceptualizing Socio Linguistic Survey and
M TALL Programme.
Objective:
Following are the key objectives of the socio-linguistic survey undertaken
in all districts of the state.
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy

yy

Understanding the language disadvantages faced by tribal children
at Primary level.
Design the socio linguistic profile and map of the state.
Find out appropriate strategies for addressing the language
disadvantages.
Develop data bank of Learning Resources for use at Primary level
(stories, songs, riddle, dances, games, toys, science, mathematics, etc.)
Develop theme based picture dictionaries in 9 languages for use in pre-school
learning centers and Primary schools by both children and teachers.
Design a road map for promoting Mother Tongue based Active
Language Learning in Jharkhand.

Procedure:
To undertake the above activities it was necessary to carry out the following
activities.
Series of consultations with experts in tribal language and pedagogy
experts in different divisions of the state
yy
Identification of experts and resource persons from all the divisional
universities for designing survey tools and undertaking survey.
yy
Formation of thematic (tribal language) resource groups in 9 tribal
and regional languages.
yy
Capacity building of resource persons on language material
development.
yy
Development of tools for socio-linguistic survey and finalization
after a thorough field trialing in different divisions
The table below captures the sampling undertaken for selecting the villages
and respondents for the study.
yy
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Fig 6: Table showing Sampling Methodology
Coverage

No.

Sampling method/Remarks

Number of Districts
Covered

24

All 24 districts of Jharkhand covered under the
study

Number of Blocks
Covered

72

3 block in each district
Around 30% of the total blocks in Jharkhand
covered. Purposive Random Sampling was used
for selection of blocks and out of 3, 1 block
consisted of urban cluster while remaining
2 blocks were randomly selected with rural
perspective in mind.

Number of Villages 216 3 Villages in each block
Covered
Number of
Households Covered

1080 Random Sampling
5 HHs in each village

Number of Teachers

216 1 from each village/school

Number of Children

2160 10 from each village/school. 5 students from
Class I and 5 students from Class II.

Number of Key
Resource Person

432 2 from each village

Research Design and Methodology:
This study is a critical study and extra care needed to be taken as it involved
several critical elements such as understanding children’s experience in
home, playground, market place, mela and school. Also teachers were
to be interviewed about their views on children’s language learning and
effectiveness of their language pedagogy. Hence it needed several rounds of
discussion with language experts and pedagogues regarding the nature of
questions. It was decided to involve qualified researchers from universities
who had done M. A., M. Phil and Ph. D. in linguistics and knew how
to explore language related issues. Repeated consultations held with
experienced pedagogues from universities and schools also polished the
questions further.
The map for investigation was carefully designed. It was decided to cover
all districts. In every district three blocks were chosen in a manner so that
maximum language diversity is covered in the district and they represent
the district to the best extent possible. One block of district headquarter
was chosen with urban population, one block was chosen with rural areas
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and another was chosen near border area. It was also decided to touch
areas, where Primitive Tribal Groups (PTG) reside.
Five villages in each block was planned to be covered under the
investigation. The selection of village for the study was made on the basis
of people speaking more than one language in the village. Efforts were
made to make it as free from any bias as possible. However, opinion of
the Block Development Officer/ Block Education Extension Officer was
taken before the decision regarding final selection of the village was taken.
In some cases, local leaders such as Pahan, Mukhiya, Munda, etc. were
also consulted. It was decided that each village should be selected from
different corners of the blocks.
The survey formats were filled by the research investigators in a total of 72
blocks selected from all the 24 Districts. In each block five villages were
chosen. In each village, 2 community members, one teacher per school,
10 children from each school (5 from Class I and 5 from Class II), five
villagers, and social workers were interviewed. A total of 18 persons were
interviewed in a village.
The method of purposive sampling was used. It was decided to study at
least 54 respondents from each block with following break up.
Total coverage
Level

Each
village

Persons
interviewed

18

Villages in
a district
x

3

Block

x

3

District

x

24

Total
persons
interviewed
=

3888

Tools and Techniques
Semi-structured questionnaire was adopted for the study with scope for
objective as well as subjective reflection of the respondents. Keeping in
mind the socio-economic profile of the people the language and structure
of the questionnaire was kept very simple for easy comprehension and
response by the respondents. The questionnaires were designed for four
different set of respondents as follows:
yy

Questionnaire for Households: This schedule captured data of the
respondents including their caste, educational status, mother tongue,
family details, language of interaction with family and community
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yy

yy

yy

members, proficiency in interaction in Hindi, and basic literacy and
numeracy skills, Language preferred for reading books, textbooks
and information for awareness generation and instructions.
Questionnaire for Students: This questionnaire was prepared for
students of Class I and II. The questionnaire captured the mother
tongue of children, language used during classroom transaction
processes, coping mechanism of children to address language barrier
and the support system to address the gap.
Questionnaire for Teachers: This questionnaire brings about the
information regarding language proficiency of teachers, importance
of mother tongue of children for better learning, need and availability
of learning resources in school and community, perception about
learning challenges of children and group of children facing these
challenges, strategies to address the language barrier in learning of
children etc.
Questionnaire for Key resource person of villages: This schedule
was designed for local elected representatives, Anganwadi workers
and other key resource person of the villages. The questionnaire
aimed to capture data related to languages used by children in
different contexts, support system in the community to help
children in learning, changes desired by the community to improve
teaching-learning processes in school especially in the context of
language barrier.

Pilot Data Collection:
To field trial the tools State Coordinator, Research Guides and Field
Investigators visited their respective areas, identified the village and
established rapport with the community people and school teachers. The
tools developed were subjected to pilot studies and finalized. The pilot data
collection was done in 5 villages from 5 Divisions of the State.
Research Team
Masters or Graduates, even M. Phil and Ph. D. scholars, in Anthropology/
Social Science were recruited and trained for the data collection. Five
professors from the five divisional universities were identified to coordinate
the investigation in villages. They identified their senior students for the
village level survey. It turned out to be a team of one state coordinator
in JTWRI who coordinated with the 5 divisional coordinators from
universities, who in turn prepared the investigating team consisting of 72
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Investigators. They resided in their respective blocks selected for the study.
Their Supervisor or field Coordinators guided them time to time and checked
their schedule filled by them to maintain quality in data collection.
Duration of the Survey:
Full three months were required for the survey in all the villages.
Month
August
September

October

Activity
Planning Meeting
Tool Development
Orientation of Supervisors & Investigators
Socio Linguistic Survey
Development of data bank as learning resources
Survey Tabulation/ analysis
Consolidation of survey data
Report generation and Data bank development
Map and socio-linguistic profile

Quality checking of the data filled:
During the survey, State Coordinators, Research Guides made random visits
to selected villages and cross checked the data collected to ensure accuracy
of the data. During visits the same Community members, teachers, students
were again interviewed to maintain authenticity in data.
Data validation and Analysis
The Area Coordinators were University Professors who guided the
investigator team, undertook monitoring field visits, reviewed and
checked for data consistency of the reports submitted and gave necessary
feedbacks. Consistency check of data was also undertaken at State level by
the M-TALL team. Analysis of data was undertaken using the Microsoft
Excel office package.
Analysis and report preparation
The data analysis took a bit of time, as the tools had both qualitative and
quantitative matters. Feedback to each question was carefully analysed to arrive
at the findings. The major findings are discussed in the following pages.

❑❑❑
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Chapter 3

Findings
Section A – Villagers

3.1.1 Interaction with Different Social Groups
1.

2.

During the study, the research Fig 7: Chart showing social caste
distribution
team interacted with a wide
range of people and collected
information. This helped the study
in understanding the perception of
people of different backgrounds on
children’s language and their issues.
Around 45% of the respondents
belonged to the Schedule Tribe communities. This includes several
Primitive Tribal Groups also.
The SC communities comprise around 17% of the total population.
People from General and Others constitute 38% of the respondent
group.

3.1.2 Professional Background of respondents
1.
The study captured data from people Fig 8: Chart Showing Livelihood Basket
engaged in diverse professional skills.
More than 70% of the households
depend upon agriculture for
livelihood.
2.
9% of respondents are employed
in service sector. Around 8% of the
people are engaged in other activities
which include collection and sale of Minor Forest Produce (MFP),
handloom, pottery, black-smith etc. Business constitutes only 4%
of the livelihood basket in the surveyed villages.
3.1.3 Migration
1.
Around 30% of the respondents migrate to nearby urban clusters
and towns for livelihood opportunities. Some even go outside the
State to places like Delhi, West Bengal, UP, Haryana etc.
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3.1.4 Literacy Status
The respondents selected for the study were from different educational
backgrounds. Around 36% of the total respondents under Household
survey are illiterate, 29% of the total respondents had completed
Intermediate and above while only 7% of the total respondents had
education till primary level.
Fig 9: Chart Showing Literacy Status

3.1.5 Mother Tongues of the Communities
The study disapproves the prevalent belief that Hindi is the commonly
spoken and used language in daily life in Jharkhand. Study shows that
96% of the population has mother tongue other than Hindi. Only 4% of
the population has Hindi as mother tongue.
Around 18 different regional
Fig 10: Chart showing mother tongue
and tribal languages belonging
of communities in Jharkhand
to the 3 major language
groups (Indo-Aryan, Munda
& Dravidian) are used as
mother tongue. Santhali,
Khortha
and
Kurukh
emerged as major mothertongue language among
communities in the state.
Santhali is the chief language
spoken by more than 30% of
the total respondents, followed by Khortha with 17.5% and Kurukh with
9.5% speakers.
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Fig 11: Table showing major mother-tongue languages
S.No
1
2
3
4
5
6

Language

%age of Population
33.1
17.5
9.5
5.6
30.6
3.7

Santhali
Khortha
Kurukh
Other Tribal Languages
Regional languages
Hindi

The other regional & tribal languages which include Ho, Mundari,
Khadiya, Nagpuri, Panchpargania etc are spoken by around 35% of the
rural communities.
3.1.6
Language
Use in Day to Day
Communication
It is observed through
the responses that
usually mother tongue
is used within family
while interacting with
spouse, children and
parents. Around 1518% of respondents
use at least one other
language at home.

Fig 12: Chart Showing language use in day to day life

Even in cases where respondents use other languages for communication
at home, the use of Hindi for communication is found in less than 5% of
the total respondents. They generally use their second or third language
which is from the regional and tribal languages.
3.1.7 Language Use in Haat-Bazaar
The study shows that while interacting with friends at market place, 59%
respondents preferred their mother tongue the most. Around 33-38% of
respondents used multiple languages/regional languages while interacting
at market places. 25% of respondents shared that they used Hindi language for
communication with the shopkeepers and other situation.
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Fig 13: Chart showing language use in market

3.1.8 Language preference for Recreation Activities
The study shows that the respondents preferred the tribal and regional
languages for expressing their creative skills. More than 75% of the
respondents preferred to use the tribal and regional languages for Story
listening, Storytelling, Listening to songs and Singing. For writing
articles and stories, around 40% of the respondents said that they use
Hindi language for writing while rest 60% of respondents uses tribal and
regional languages (TRL). Among the TRL Santhali, Sadri, Kurukh and
Ho languages emerged as the most preferred languages.
Fig 14: Chart showing language preference for recreation activities

3.1.9 Interaction with Hindi Speaking Visitors
The survey data shows that around 90% of the respondents can interact
with visitors from outside the community in Hindi Language. These
visitors generally comprise of Government officials, NGO staff members,
businessman/traders etc.
While the respondents agreed to have functional knowledge of Hindi for
communicating with visitors, around 50% of the respondents agreed that
they make mistakes and errors while communicating in Hindi.
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Fig 15: Chart showing whether Hindi is used for Interaction with Hindi Speaking Visitors

3.1.10 Basic Literacy and Numeracy Skills
More than 94% of the respondents expressed their competence in doing
basic numeracy in day-to-day calculations but the data regarding reading
and writing is comparatively poorer. Only 44% of the respondents
expressed that they can read and understand text on medical bills and
prescriptions while only 50% had the confidence of writing a letter to
government officials.
Fig 16: Table depicting basic numeracy and literacy skills of respondents
S.N
1

Basic Numeracy and Literacy Skills

Yes %

Write your name?

84.5

2

Write a simple sentence?

69.9

3

Write a letter to a relative?

60.1

4

Write a letter to a government official?

51.2

5

Read your friend’s name?

71.6

6

Read books of children?

67.7

7

Read letter written by a friend/relative?

65.6

8

Read books for adults?

58.0

9

Read and understand
prescriptions?

10

Read and understand newspaper articles?

61.9

directions

written

on

medical 44.1

11

Count number of your relatives?

94.4

12

Count money?

98.0

13

Calculate the cost of goods purchased from local shops?

97.6

14

Keep tab of change/money returned by the shopkeeper?

97.5

15

See and understand the time on Clock?

92.6
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3.1.11 Language Preference of Villagers for Education of their children
Fig 17: Chart showing desired language use for classroom transaction

The study also shows that around 70% of the community members want
Mother-tongue based school education for their children to improve their
reading and comprehending skills. 30% of the respondents agreed that
Hindi should be the medium for classroom learning for their children
in schools. 82% of respondents said that they would like to join adult
education centers, if it opens in their villages.
3.1.12 Language Preference of Respondents for Books and Journals
Around 70% of the respondents preferred books and health and agricultural
related articles to be written in tribal and regional languages. Around 30%
of the respondents preferred use of Hindi language for these books and
journals.
Fig 18: Chart showing Language preference of communities for Language use
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3.2 Section B – Teachers
3.2.1 Language Proficiency of School Teachers
Teachers are the key facilitators for promoting learning processes among
children at Primary and elementary level. During the study, an assessment
was undertaken to know about teacher’s proficiency in language skills in
speaking, reading and writing domain.
Fig 19: Chart showing language proficiency of teachers

The survey data shows that out of the total teacher surveyed, around 90%
of teachers have spoken-language proficiency in their mother tongue or
local knowledge. Rest 10% of the teachers responded that Hindi is their
preferred choice for interaction. Around 70% of the teachers have reading
and writing language proficiency in their mother tongue or regional
language while 30% of teachers are comfortable in using Hindi for reading
and writing purpose.
3.2.2 Supplementary resources used in classroom teaching
During the study around 80% of the teachers said that their classrooms
have useful resources for teaching and learning. Most of these resources are
in the form of story books, picture cards, charts etc.
The study also brought out
the key resources apart from
textbooks, which are used in
language teaching for students
of class I and II. Around
42% of the teachers surveyed
responded that their school has
TLM kit which they use for
classroom teaching processes.

Fig 20: Chart showing use of supplementary
resources in classroom teaching
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40% of the teachers said that they use picture charts as learning aid during
interaction with children in the classrooms. Only 3% of the teachers responded
that they have story books to promote reading habit among children. Cocurricular activities like songs, dance etc are used by 4% of the teachers.
Responding to the query on which learning aid is more useful for the
learning processes, the highest number (44%) of respondents indicated
that the “Picture Dictionary” or pictorial charts is the preferred teaching aid
for teaching language in class of I and II. Similarly some respondents also
highlighted that picture books (17%) and story books (5%) are good for
teaching language while few also highlighted the importance of co-curricular
activities as the preferred mode used with children for teaching language.
3.2.3 Language and Learning Challenges
The study shows that around
78% of the teachers felt
that children face learning
challenges if their mother
tongue is different from
the language of instruction
in school i.e Hindi. The
challenges faced included
problem in reading, writing
and
comprehension,
Fig 21: Chart showing learning challenge faced by
interacting with teachers and children if their mother tongue is different from
subsequently slow pace of
Hindi
learning.
3.2.4 Teacher’s perception on group of children facing learning
challenges
Teachers accepted the fact that
there are challenges with regards
to learning among children in
the schools and have identified
sets of children who face more
learning challenges as compared
to others.
65% of the teachers expressed
that children belonging to

Fig 22: Chart showing teacher’s perception of
group of children facing learning challenges
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ST communities have more learning challenges whereas around 27% of
teachers felt that SC and OBC community children had difficulty in the
learning processes. Rest 8% felt that all groups of children had similar
learning challenges and no particular group could be identified.
3.2.5 Children Learning As per their Ability
According to the teachers
interviewed during survey, 44%
said that children were not able
to grasp concepts and lessons and
they have to work very hard. Most
of the teachers felt that language
barrier was one of the main
Fig 23: Chart showing teachers opinion
reason for poor comprehension whether children learn as per their ability
and learning among children in
Class I and II. Some of the teachers shared that they try to communicate
with children in their mother tongue and give special attention to these
children.
3.2.6 Suggestive Measures for Overcoming Learning Barriers in
School
More than 30% of teachers suggested use of local language to improve
reading efficiency in Grade I and II.
To make learning more interactive
and interesting around 37% of
teachers advocated for the use of
Play Methods and Picture charts
in classroom transactions. 11% of
the teachers felt additional need
Fig 24: Measures suggested by teachers
of TLM will help in improving
teaching-learning process. Rest 21% said that various measures like peer
learning, Classroom based activities, Stories and songs, drawing exercises
will make learning an enriching experience.
3.2.7 Need for Capacity Building
Cent percent of the teachers expressed that mother tongue plays an
important role in learning Language in school. Around 90% of the teachers
interviewed expressed that they need training program to better equip
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themselves to address the challenges of students due to the language gap.
Only 7% of the teachers felt that they did not required additional training
and felt that they were equipped to facilitate the bridging process.
Fig 25: Chart showing response of teachers on training requirement for language
education improvement

3.3 Section C – Students
3.3.1 Language used by Children in School Environment
The survey finding based on
Regional Languages & Dialects
Hindi
data collected from children 100%
80%
reveals that around 85% of 60%
the children interact in their 40%
day to day lives in the regional 20%
0%
Weaking
Speaking
Reaking
languages/mother
tongue
Fig
26:
Chart
showing
language
used
by
children
whereas 15% of the children
in day to day life
interact in Hindi language
especially while interacting with children/people from different social
background. But while using language during reading process the tables
are turned and more than 90% of children use Hindi for reading and
writing purpose which reflects very limited availability of reading materials
in regional languages and dialects.
3.3.2 Language used in Classroom transaction
The study finding shows that only 3% of students said that in their
classroom the textbooks are in regional languages/dialects while rest 97%
said that textbook materials in schools are in Hindi languages. More than
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90% of children responded that teachers use Hindi language for facilitating
classroom transaction processes and only 8% of the children shared that
teachers communicated in the regional dialects.
Fig 27: Chart showing language used in regular classroom transaction

3.3.3 Reading Habit among Students
In the study it was found that only 41% of the students surveyed read
story books. Among these students, 64% children told that they get the
story books for reading at school, 18% said that they read story books
available at home while another 18% said that they get books both at
home and school for reading. The popular story books and stories described
by children were mostly in Hindi like Chandamama, Champak, Albela
Khargosh, Aasman ki Kahaani, Aate Pakshi Jaate Pakshi etc. A few children
also mentioned stories in English like Story of Camel, One Old Lady etc.
3.3.4 Children Learning and Community Resources
90% of the children surveyed, said that they get learning support at home
only, while just 2% of students said that they get community support
outside home for learning. Rest 8% of the students didn’t give any response
on this aspect. 44% of the children shared that they help each other in the
learning process.
3.3.5 Students' coping mechanism
for addressing learning gap
Around 36% of students responded
that they take help from teachers in
reading, if their mother tongue is
different from Hindi. Similarly 34%
Fig 28: Chart showing student’s
of students said that they follow strategies to undertake reading when
pictures in textbooks to understand home and school language are different
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the textbook content. 24% gave no response while remaining 7% took
help from parents, guardians and TLMs.
3.3.6 Children’s coping mechanism to understand instructions from
teachers
Of the total children surveyed, 23% of the students consult with teachers
to clear their doubts reflecting limited space for interaction of students in
the learning process while other children either remain silent observers or
consult friends, family members or put additional efforts at their individual
level. A very few (4%) consult with parents.
Fig 29: Chart showing student’s response to address learning gap

3.3.7 Language Used by Students to Interact with Teachers
Around 41% of the students said that they use their mother tongue for
interacting with teachers and 82% of these students said that teachers
responded positively to their queries in their mother tongue.
Fig 30: Language used by Students to interact with teachers
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3.4 Section D – Local Resource Persons (PRI
members, community leaders, etc.)
3.4.1 Language Use in Daily Life Situations
The local resource persons such as PRI members, community leaders, etc.
shared that around 14 different languages are used in their communities.
Mostly the regional and tribal languages are spoken in their home. Hindi
is the most commonly used language by them at market place followed
by Santhali, Mundari, Ho, Khortha and other regional languages. During
interaction with these local resource persons, around 93% of respondents
said that children use tribal and regional languages during playing and
only 7% of the children use Hindi at playground. Only 58% of these
local resource persons had the impression that school teachers use mother
tongue of children during classroom processes. Others felt that teachers
communicate mostly in Hindi.
3.4.2 Children Learning and Community Resources
The study also tried to capture the role of community in providing support
to facilitate children’s learning. Only 20% of the local resource persons said
that community members provide support to school children in reading
and writing at school. With respect to availability of community library,
95% of the key resource persons shared that there is no such facility in
their village.
Nearly 52% of the respondents said that children of Class I and II in their
village faced learning challenges because of language problem. Around
30% of the respondents said that irregular students and careless parents
were the reason for poor learning while about 13% felt that lack of teachers
in school affected the learning process.
Fig 31: Chart showing reasons cited by Community for Low Learning Levels
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3.4.3 Changes Desired by Community in Language during Classroom
Transaction
Around 87% of the key resource persons in the surveyed villages said that
the learning skills of children would be enhanced if local story tellers,
artists, poets, singers, dancers, etc. are invited to share their learning and
experiences with school children. Nearly 52% of the respondents shared
that children in Class I need more attention and support for learning
process. Around 40% of the respondents felt that children in both class I
and II need equal attention and support.

❑❑❑
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Chapter 4

Discussion
4.1 Language Use in the Community
The study disapproves the prevalent belief that Hindi is the commonly
spoken and used language in daily life in Jharkhand. Study shows that
around 96% of the population has mother tongue/s other than Hindi.
Only 4% of the population has Hindi as mother tongue. Hindi, the official
State language, clearly emerges as a minority mother tongue. It is observed
through the responses that usually mother tongue is used within family
while interacting with spouse, children and parents. But despite the fact
that Hindi is not their mother tongue, around 90% of the people are able
to respond with Hindi speaking visitors like government officials, NGO
workers, traders etc.
It is not necessary that the same language is spoken by respondent’s
children in different situation. For instance among the Santhali speaking
children, they speak Santhali with their parents but the language changes
in other situations like market, school or, playground. Even in cases where
respondents use other languages for communication at home, the use of
Hindi for communication is found in less than 5% of the total respondents
and respondents generally use their second or, third language which is
from the regional and tribal languages.
It has been observed in the study that region wise languages are concentrated
to particular blocks and districts based on dominance, but it can be observed
that even for second language (L2) & third language (L3) respondents
prefer their regional and tribal languages to communicate with each other
instead of Hindi. Santhali, Khortha, Kurukh, Mundari and Ho emerged
as dominant mother tongues in Santhal Pargana, North Chotanagpur,
Palamu, South Chotanagpur and Kolhan Division respectively. But when
communities interact with people at their work areas like market places,
haat-bazaars, urban clusters etc. people apart from their mother tongue
follow the language spoken by the dominant community of the region.
The communities prefer their tribal and regional languages for expressing
their creative skills like singing, listening to music, story writing etc. The
study shows that while numeracy skills of the people are satisfactory,
around 50% of the respondents face problem in reading and writing. Only
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50% of the people had the confidence of writing a letter to government
officials. This may be attributed to the ignorance of the mother tongue
users in learning and applying language skills. Very few reading and writing
materials are available in tribal and regional languages which reflect in
poor reading and writing skills among the respondents. Under this light,
the respondents have to seek support of others to communicate effectively
in the reading and writing domain.
4.2 Language Use in the Classroom
It is commonly known that multilingual teachers do translation in the
classroom, particularly when minority language children struggle to
understand the State language texts or discussions. As we think about
bringing quality education to the children of Jharkhand, a few practical
issues first need to be addressed.
It is evident from the diversity in mother tongue of Jharkhand that here
the rural societies show a heterogeneous group and culture. Thus in
this context it is important to know how children adapt and interact in
such diverse social milieu. Multilingual classrooms, which are the most
common scenario in Jharkhand, should be seen as a resource rather than
as an obstacle in education.
4.3 Is there really a language gap?
Teachers are the key facilitators for promoting learning processes among
children at Primary and elementary level. The study shows that teacher
have proficiency in speaking, reading and writing in the regional and tribal
languages. Above 70% of the teachers are proficient in these skills in the
local languages. The language maps also show that in around 90% of the
surveyed blocks, the mother tongue/languages of teacher and students are
same. But despite this fact the study reflects that majority of the teachers use
Hindi language for teaching children in Class I and II. Only around 8% of
the students and 58% of the local resource persons such as PRI members
and community leaders shared that teachers use children’s mother tongue
during classroom transactions.
4.4 Resources and Gaps
Jharkhand has adopted its State language, Hindi, as the major language of
instruction. Under such circumstances, speakers of mother tongues and
local and regional languages are often at a considerable disadvantage in
the educational system. 97% of children shared that textbook and written
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materials in their school are in Hindi language. It is an obvious yet not
generally recognized fact that learning in a language which is not one’s
own, provides a double set of challenges, not only is there the challenge of
learning a new language but also that of learning new knowledge contained
in that language. These challenges may be further aggravated in the case
of certain groups that are already in situations of educational risk or stress
such as illiterates, minorities and educationally disadvantaged groups.
The study also brought out the key resources apart from textbooks, which are
used in language teaching for students of class I and II. 80% of the teachers
said that their classrooms have useful resources for teaching and learning. Most
of these resources are in the form of story books, picture cards, charts, TLM
etc. Reading along with writing and interaction is considered an important cog
in the wheel for development of language skills among children and preparing
a strong base for learning at upper primary and higher level of education. The
teachers shared that Picture Dictionary/pictorial charts are the most popular
form of teaching-learning resource for them.
Apart from the limited resource available in school, the children get very
little resource support from community to improve their learning skills.
Only 20% of the key resource persons said that community members
provide support to school children in reading and writing at school. 95%
of the resource persons shared that there is no community library facilities
in their village to improve reading skill among children.
The study gives a clear picture that mostly SC and ST communities’
children face learning challenges and this may be attributed to the lack
of readiness for transition of learning language from their mother-tongue
language to Hindi during their pre-school and early schooling periods.
Despite several policy documents and a constitutional provision (Article
350 A) recognizing that linguistic minorities should be educated in their
mother tongue at primary level, there is practically no education in local
and regional languages in the schools. It has been observed in the findings
discussed earlier in this report that textbooks are in non-mother tongue right
from Class I onwards and moreover the language used during classroom
transaction processes also do not recognize and appreciate child’s mother
tongue while learning. It is in this context that the ECCE and primary
schooling shall be viewed in a continuum where language development
and the transition process should be given emphasis in context of the
multi-diverse socio-linguistic profile of our state.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion
In Jharkhand, like in any another land, children acquire brilliant
language learning skills in home and own society. Both in urban and
rural areas children use their mother tongue to construct wide range of
communications skills. They communicate effortlessly through plain
sentences, songs, stories, riddles, pictures, dances, and other dramatic
expressions with others to share their feelings, concerns, demands, and
ideas. No child in any community fails to communicate comfortably and
confidently in own mother tongue. In totality children of Jharkhand, before
coming to school, express their language learning skills and proficiency in
a wide range of ways and competencies. The richness of social and cultural
diversity of the land enables every child as a healthy language learner. The
diverse use of many languages makes Jharkhand a unique multilingual
multicultural State.
Although ‘school’ as a concept is designed to relate to every child’s
community and background and help her/him to participate in a wide
range of learning activities in diverse contexts and acquire knowledge, skills,
interests and attitude in different subject areas for holistic development,
it fails to do justice in sprit. As a consequences of some gap at policy
and planning, ‘school’ in majority cases surprisingly ‘rejects’ the rich
community supported skill, knowledge and interest of the children. It
compels them not to communicate in own languages, but in different
language (i.e, Hindi from Class 1) which turns out to be very different and
difficult for majority of children whose home language differs from it.
Unfortunately majority of children in Jharkhand face this unexpected
challenge and get shocked in their early classes because of the differences
in their home language and school language. Uniformly in every school of
the state education starts in Hindi when majority of children enters school
without or exceptionally low familiarity with the language.
Now the dynamics have changed with the enactment of the RCFCE Act
2009 in India and thereby in Jharkhand too. It is a right of every child
irrespective of her/his background, to come to school, continue learning
in a non-threatening environment with freedom of expression without
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any trauma and through child-friendly, child-centered learning process
till at least Class VIII. It respects the background and language of a child
and advocates for mother tongue based education to the extent possible.
No school can achieve the RTE goals of universal enrolment and learning
without promoting mother tongue based early learning in tribal areas
and non-Hindi home language areas. Pedagogues in different parts of the
world have innovated teaching learning strategies to address the language
disadvantage of children in early years.
In Jharkhand, there is a positive trend that the mother tongue language
of teachers and students in most of the blocks and districts are similar. As
such the schools have already a dedicated resource which may be managed
properly to address learning challenges of children through some policy
level decisions.
5.1 Recommendations
Research on language cognition and also the NCF, 2005 indicate that
multilingualism is not a problem, as felt by many people, but it is a great
resource for a teacher and community. If a child grows in a multilingual
and multicultural society it gives the child ample opportunities to
embrace diversity by learning from different language resources and
cultural activities. On the other hand a child who gets confined to one
or less number of language and cultural diversity remains deprived of the
multifarious opportunities. A classroom is classical example of this point.
If children from four language groups work in a classroom it provides many
opportunities to concerned children to share own cultural experiences
with others and learn many new things from different language groups.
Children in their community adopt brilliantly to acquire language skills in
various languages as per their context. A child in every district of Jharkhand
knows at least three languages. Other than this language learning in home,
playground and market children also benefit extensively from the rich
cultural tradition and their cultural exchange on various occasions other
than from television, radio and print media.
Some of the key recommendations of the study are as follows:
yy

Linguistic mapping and patterns should be referred before planning
any intervention for education.
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yy

There is gap in home and school language which advocates for a
bridge course to cope up with school language.

yy

Need for development of supportive TLM materials like Picture
Dictionary, Reading materials and resources in local languages and
from local context to support language transition from regional and
tribal languages to the state education language in pre and early
years of education.

yy

Teachers training for handling multi-lingual situations and
strengthening their capacity to use their existing language resources
and to develop material for handling such situation and learning
language teaching techniques.

yy

The medium of instruction should be in the mother tongue by way
of using bi-lingual primers prepared in a decentralized manner.

yy

The school must have play materials and self learning materials for
the children in their own languages to create an interest to attend
school regularly among them.

yy

Teachers should be given orientation to understand and respect
local resources and culture.

yy

The community people can support to improve such situation in
schools i.e. local resource person can be invited to school and share
their natural tools and techniques to deal their daily life courses
which will be foundation for such children who have come through
particular background.
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Annexure II: Linguistic Map of Jharkhand
This study helps us to identify linguistic pattern and the preferences
people have while using language in day to day activities. In this section,
the division wise linguistic profile is being discussed and illustrated in
linguistic maps.
Santhali emerged as the single most dominant first language in Santhal
Pargana Division comprising of Pakur, Sahebganj, Godda, Dumka, Jamtara
and Deoghar districts. The second language (L2) of the community in
this division comprised of a mix of tribal and regional languages. Khortha
emerged as a dominant second language followed by Bangla which may
be attributed to its close proximity to West Bengal especially in the district
of Jamtara. Panchparganiya and Hindi are also being used as a second
language in few blocks of Dumka and Sahibganj. The third language (L3)
basket includes Khortha, Hindi and Bangla as chief languages.
In the North Chotanagpur Division comprising of Hazaribagh, Ramgarh,
Chatra, Bokaro, Dhanbad, Giridih and Koderma the major L1 language
which emerged is Khortha with a few isolated pockets of Santhali and
Kurukh. The L2 in the division is dominated by Hindi especially the
areas bordering Bihar in the Koderma district and pockets of Hazaribagh,
Ramgarh, Dhanbad and Bokaro because of industrialization and influx of
people from other states. Mundari, Kurukh and Khariya are the other L2
languages while Birhori is the second language spoken in Bagodar block
of Giridih.
The L3 comprised of a mixture of Hindi, Magahi, Khortha and Santhali.
Kurukh is the dominant mother tongue in Palamu division comprising of
Garhwa, Latehar and Palamu districts. Hindi emerged as the L1 lanaguage
in 1 block of Garhwa bordering Chattisgarh while Mundari and Sadri
comprised other L1 languages in the division. Sadri, Gond, Hindi and
Mundari formed the L2 basket in the division. Due to its proximity to
Chattisgarh and movement of people for livelihood options, Hindi
emerged as a dominant L3 for the division with few pockets of Sadri.
In South Chotanagpur Division, Mundari is dominant L1 language in Khunti
and part of Simdega, while Kurukh, Nagpuri and Sadri are the other L1
languages in the division. In Ranchi, Sadri and Nagpuri emerged as dominant
L1 language. Panchparganiya is a regional Language preferred in Kudu Block
of Lohardaga District. The L2 language in this division comprises of Kurukh,
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Sadri, Khariya, Nagpuri and also Hindi which is spoken in the area bordering
Chattisgarh. Hindi emerged as chief L3 language in the division followed by
Kurukh, Mundari and Nagpuri.
In the Kolhan division which borders Odisha and West Bengal, Ho is the
dominant L1 language with Santhali and Gond being other L1 language.
Odiya is the chief L2 language in W. Singhbhum and Saraikela districts
while the L3 language basket for the division includes Gond, Odiya and
Santhali.
The linguistic map of Jharkhand clearly brings out that people prefer
to use their regional and local languages for day to day communication
rather than the State language. Within Districts and blocks too, there is
multiplicity of languages due to which people use around 2-3 languages
for communication and here also the Hindi language use is limited to
communication in government offices. Santhali, Khortha, Ho, Kurukh
and Mundari emerged as main mother tongue with dominance in
respective divisions. The rich diversity and multiplicity of languages call for
appropriate recognition and appreciation of this diversity while planning
developmental interventions in the state.

Status of First Language (L1)
in Communities of Jharkhand
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Status of Second Language (L2)
in Communities of Jharkhand

Status of Third Language (L3)
in Communities of Jharkhand
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Annexure III: Linguistic Map depicting Language of
Teacher, Students and Classroom Transaction

Mother Tongues of Students

As is seen in the mother tongues of the communities, the mother tongues
of children and teachers is almost identical with differences in few blocks
mainly because the sample teachers and students are not from the dominant
caste/community in that region. Only in two blocks of Garhwa district,
the mother tongue of children and the language of instruction both is
common i.e. Hindi. This is because of the influence of Hindi in these
blocks due to its proximity with Chhattisgarh State. In the remaining 70
surveyed blocks the language of teacher and children is different from the
language of instruction being followed in the schools.

Teachers' Mother Tongues
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Language used in Schools

This reflects a critical scenario for children who come to school with a
lot of experience and expertise based on their mother tongues and local
knowledge. As per NCF 2005, this is a great resource for school and
the role of the teacher is to understand the children with their unique
backgrounds and design child friendly strategies to take them ahead. For
this, the teacher needs to start interactions in children's mother tongues
and gradually bridge their language learning skills fortheir school language
readiness.
Due to various causes teachers struggle to use the multilingual abilities
of children and start in school's languge, which is very different from
children's mother tongues. This creates a lot of language disadvantages for
these children. They face a lot of challenges to understand their teacher
and texts. This does not allow them to continue in school with interest
and enthusiasm.

❑❑❑
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Annexure IV : Status of Different Languages in Jharkhand
Language
Hindi
Bangla*
Oriya*
Nagpuri
Panch Pargania
Sadri
Khorta
Munda
Santhali
Ho
Kharia
Kurukh
Malto
Gond
Birhor
Paharia
Kurmali
Maghai

State

Tribal

Link

Local

√

LWC
√

√
√
√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

x

x

* Note that in West Bengal, Bangla is of course, an LWC. But in Jharkhand
it functions as the MT of a community. The same can be said of Oriya.
Terminology
“Mother Tongue” The language claimed by the individual to be his or her
mother tongue.
“Language
of Wider
Communication”
(LWC)
“Link / Regional
Languages”

Any language used to communicate with people from another
community. Of course, some people may speak the language
ask their Mother Tongue. This can include regional languages,
such as Sadri or Nagpuri, and the State language (Hindi).
apart from Hindi, there are many LWCs that are of a more
local nature. These sometimes span state borders and may
be used by both tribal and non-tribal communities.
“Tribal Language” The language of communities notified as “Scheduled Tribes”.
Examples include Kurukh, Santhali, Ho and Munda.
“Local Language” Any language except the State language. These can be tribal
languages or regional languages. They often express the ethnic
uniqueness of the people.
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Annexure V : M-TALL akhra
M-TALL (Mother-Tongue based Active Language Learning) akhra
“A cell dedicated to Children and their Languages”
Platform:
Jharkhand Tribal Welfare Research Institute (JTWRI), Govt. of Jharkhand
Sahiyas (Partners):
JTWRI, Departments (Welfare, Education, Social Welfare, Women and
Child Development), Ranchi University, Nilamber Pitamber University,
BAU-Ranchi, Binova Bhave University, Sidho Kanho Murmu University,
Kolhan University, Central University, NGOs, Media representatives,
Teachers, Political representatives, Judiciary representatives and Children.
Support:
UNICEF, Jharkhand Office
Why M-TALL akhra?
Jharkhand is a multilingual state comprising of 32 languages.The
yy
state government has declared 12 tribal and regional languages as
official languages of the state. They include Santhali, Ho, Mundari,
Panch Pargania, Nagpuri, Khortha, Kharia, Kurukh, Kurmali,
Odia, Bengali and Urdu apart from Hindi.
yy

However education of children in pre-school learning centre
(Anganwadis) and Primary school is initiated in Hindi, which is
not the mother tongue of a majority of children in the state.

yy

Mother tongue of children finds little space in these early classes.
This creates a high level of language disadvantage for every child.
The textbooks are written in Hindi. The teachers also are trained for
communication in Hindi. Consequently children do not understand
the teacher or text in the classroom.

yy

Attitude of teachers and school also adds further salt to the children’s
frustration. Lack of comprehension and continuous disadvantages
related to children’s identity and development accumulate in the
form of fear, frustration and dis-illusion.
Majority of children discontinue their participation in school
activities and ultimately leave the school. School records indicate

yy
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yy

yy

yy

yy

that children drop out the maximum in classes I and II (more than
20%) in the whole elementary cycle (classes I to VIII)
This is a gross violation of children’s basic rights under the Right to
Education Act that promises free and compulsory education to every
child in 6-14 age group till each child irrespective of any background,
completes 8 years of elementary schooling in a formal school.
UNICEF works for whole child development and is more concerned
about children from disadvantage communities. In Jharkhand,
UNICEF strongly believes that multilingualism is a big resource for
children’s learning and development. UNICEF intends to understand
the issues related to children’s learning, language disadvantage,
particularly in early years, and also the factors contributing to these.
UNICEF also aims to explore possibilities for addressing the issues
and related factors, thereby creating enabling learning opportunities
for all children in the State.
To facilitate such processes in the state UNICEF recognises
children’s home languages (mother tongue/s) as a precious tool
and as a starting point. Akhra (forum) is a cultural platform for
discussing various developmental activities in tribal communities.
With due respect to this culturally appropriate and constructivist
concept, UNICEF has setup an akhra (forum) at the Jharkhand
Tribal Welfare Research Institute (JTWRI), Morabadi, Ranchi.
It is termed as Mother Tongue based Active Language Learning
(M-TALL) akhra and is also called Mother-TALL akhra.
It is more than a research forum, where experts and concerned
citizens regularly discuss critical issues related to children’s languages
and explore possibilities for addressing those.

M-TALL: who we are?
yy
We are some teachers, scientists and parents who are concerned
about children’s holistic development as desired under the RTE.
yy
Language is the precious tool through which they observe the world,
explore and understand it. It also enables them to articulate their
experience in own style. Once a foundation of language learning is
laid, a child feels confident and capable to relate to other languages
easily. Without a foundation in mother tongue, every child struggles
to do well in other languages too!
yy
We have joined hands with all concerned partners to search
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methodologies in this regard. We are researching to create enabling
environments for children both in Anganwadi’s and Primary schools.
M-TALL recognises pre-school learning as the starting point for
mother tongue based active language learning initiatives and
emphasises on an appropriate school language learning in Anganwadi
centre. It advocates for good quality learning environments in both
Anganwadi centre and class I with regular interaction between
teachers from both these centres so that they know each child, her
learning needs and progress. This helps in a smooth transition of
every child from pre-school centre to primary school.
yy

We aim to facilitate a good Anganwadi/School language readiness
programme in mother tongue of every child and gradually bridge it
with Hindi and English.

yy

Children’s language is related to a wide range of activities. In a
similar manner, M-TALL has got together personnel from a wide
range of backgrounds who some way or other are related to children’s
development. Diversity in M-TALL is represented the following
active partners.

M-TALL is represented by:
Schools: both students and teachers
Universities: teachers from Ranchi University, Nilamber-Pitamber
University, Birsa Agricultural University, Binova Bhave University, Sidho
Kanho Murmu University, Kolhan University, Central University, etc.
Media: interested personnel who are regularly writing about language
issues and child development.
Writers: eminent writers from different language groups.
Government: officials from Department of Education, Social Welfare,
Women and Child Development, Welfare, Directorate of Census, etc.
CSOs : Concerned experts from different parts of the state.
Tribal forum: tribal leaders and cultural groups from different tribal communities.
Political Leaders : leaders contributing to policy and planning in state.
Activities undertaken
Series of consultations were organised by UNICEF in 2010-11 to familiarise
government officials, civil society organizations, tribal forums, universities,
Panchayati Raj Institutes, media, judiciary, police, schools and children
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with the core features of the Right to Education Act. Materials used for
RTE awareness are as follows:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

v.
vi.

Shiksha Mera Adhikar Hai - (Child-cum-community friendly version
of the Right to Education Act) in 12 languages in Jharkhand.
Samuday Adharit Bal Priy Vidyalay ki aur - a guidebook in Hindi for
developing community based child-friendly schools as desired under
the RTE Act.
ECCE Advocacy booklet - for parents for Early Child Centre for
Education (ECCE)
Abhinay mein Shiksha ka Adhikar - 112 scripts on the RTE Act for
use in street plays and nukkad nataks. 360 professional theatre groups
oriented for state wide community awareness activities under the
Shiksha ka Haque abhiyan.
Geeton main Shiksha ka Adhikar - 160 Songs on RTE Act in different
tribal and regional languages to enhance community participation.
Other Advocacy material such as variety of posters, films, sticker,
dockets/folder, notebooks, etc.

It was realised that there was a need for regular discussion on the language
issue in the state. JTWRI of the Department of Welfare was identified as the
suitable venue for facilitating such discussions and research. Accordingly
the M-TALL akhra was set up in the JTWRI involving all the key players
and UNICEF supported the activities. A small team was set up in the
JTWRI to coordinate the activities.
Towards a School Language Readiness programme .......
M-TALL akhra discussed with children, their parents, teachers and
traditional leaders in different parts of the state to explore possibilities for
addressing the language disadvantages of children in early years. Initially
many adults proposed development of alphabet charts, tables, picture
storybooks for children in their mother tongues. People from departments
indicated that previously attempts were made to develop some primers in
5 tribal languages, but those could not be used in schools the desired way.
After consulting language experts, psychologists and teachers, M-TALL
akhra proposed few initial language activities. It was felt that language
disadvantages of children could not be eradicated through primers alone.
There are also many social beliefs and norms in communities and attitudinal
issues among non-tribal teachers who underestimate the tribal languages
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as ‘dialects’ and do not honour the rich language proficiency of a child in
her/his own mother tongue. They, due to own limited understanding in
language pedagogy, fail to recognise this self-acquired local language skills
of a child and instead of appreciating it as a powerful enabling tool for
further language learning interpret it as a ‘problem’!
In solidarity with the guiding principles of NCF, 2005 …
National Curriculum Framework, 2005 recognises this issue in a technically
correct way to say that every child, by the time, enters school is a proficient
language speaker in own home language. Children from different language
groups enrich classroom’s learning opportunities. NCF, 2005 goes on to
claim that such multilingualism in classrooms and society is a big resource
for our country and every teacher needs to appreciate this and use the
language diversity in a class by facilitating maximum interaction among
children, with texts, with community members and teachers.
Keeping this basic learning theory in view, M-TALL akhra planned some
initial activities which aimed to create interest among children, parents,
teachers and community members. It was decided to develop some
child-friendly (not merely teacher friendly!) materials, appropriate to the
children’s age and based on children’s favourite areas of interest.
Study of children’s favourite activities
Discussions were held with different expert groups to understand what
children like to do in early years in their community. Those child-friendly
areas were compiled as broad themes for the children’s Mother Tongue
based school language readiness initiatives.
More than a 100 socio-linguistic survey investigators were oriented for
collecting children’s favourite stories, songs, dance, riddles, pictures, toys, games,
art and craft, and other experiences in 9 tribal and regional languages. Nine
groups of tribal language experts, teachers and children in different language
groups worked on the 60 themes related to children’s favourite activities. They
identified different objects or events under each theme.
Hundreds of picture of available things were taken by the experienced
researchers and teachers from universities and schools. Selected illustrators,
with experience and expertise of drawing for children were familiarised
with the pictures. The illustrators were also supported to visit tribal research
institutes, tribal museums, and concerned NGOs in several districts to
study tribal life and culture. Also a wide range of books on tribal life and
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culture from different universities and other libraries were studied to get
thorough understanding of objects and activities.
After a detailed study and familiarisation with the concepts and objects,
the illustrators got ready to apply their pencil, brush and colours into the
canvas. The tribal experts from different language groups sat with the
illustrator teams and provided appropriate insights. On several occasions,
the illustrations were edited or redone to make the concept and illustrations
technically accurate and concepts correct. For example, few tribal expert
groups guided the illustrators to design a theme on ‘hunting’ with the
basic belief that hunting is an exciting experience for children in terms
of personal experience related to hunter stories. The illustrator showed
hunters aiming arrows at a rabbit or bird, some people carrying a hunted
deer or hunting dogs attacking a rabbit! But this concept came under
severe criticism from some other groups with the argument that hunting
is a prohibited activity. Educationally it is wrong to expose children to
pictures which depict killing and non-violence!
Immediately the pictures were edited with required changes. All the nonviolent actions by both men and dogs were taken out. In place of hunting,
it turned out to be a new theme called ‘shooting’ as a sports activity! New
elements appeared on the canvas depicting fun, aim, focus and accuracy
which every child aims to acquire and improvises through regular practice.
Through a rigorous exercise conducted over 5 months the themes and their
pictures found shape. This processes involved some intensive explorations,
consultations, research and validation. Children from different areas,
in every stage, were consulted to test the appeal and appropriate child
friendliness of each picture.
Next, in this series of activities, was naming each picture. Tribal language
experts sat with each theme based pictures. They named each picture in
own local language and Hindi.
Potential in the Picture Dictionaries for children and community!
Every child looks at all objects and incidents curiously. The child sees the
world in own eyes and also in own language, i.e., in mother tongue. The
child does not get fascinated by everything. Certain things and events appeal
to the child more than others. The child finds these interesting, and exciting!
Whatever appeals more, the child gets attracted towards that and associates
with it more and more and more! In the process of association with favourite
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things or activities a child acquires valuable experience that shapes the
child’s knowledge, skills and interest about that thing. The child’s mother
language plays a crucial role in enabling the child to relate the object or
event and interpret it as intensively as a scientist in a laboratory! This is an
important aspect of a child’s education.
While observing a flower, bird or rainbow, they relate and interpret in own
language, i.e., generally in their own mother tongue! There is no child who
understands a new concept in a new language which is different than her/
his mother tongue. The previous knowledge of a child about the concept,
the new experience, shared experience from others and the child’s logical
thinking abilities - all link up to design and evolve the new understanding
of the child about the concept. Mother tongue based knowledge and skills
play a very crucial role in life of every child, even in older days. Many of
our childhood choices such as food, clothes, songs, stories and impressions
last lifelong!
Every picture dictionary is a collection of such child-friendly elements,
which draw attention in every child in her/his community. With a lot of
research and experimentation the themes in this book have been chosen
and picturised.
Every picture has been reviewed by children and edited as per their wish and
demands. These are their favourite themes. Hence they bear the potential
to draw attention of every child. The other beauty of the book is its simple
and accurate naming in children’s mother tongue/s, through which they
understand these accurately and naturally. The Hindi name indicated
along with the Local name guides the child to bridge own mother tongue
based learning with a new language, i.e., in Hindi.
Role of a teacher or, parent is to encourage a small group of children (more
useful if children from different language groups are there!) look at a page
together and discuss various elements of the picture in own language and
share their experience with each object or, event. This enables every child
and the concerned teacher or, parent to use this as a rich local learning
resource. This enables every child to interact with the picture, text,
peers, teacher, parents and self and also this lays a strong foundation to
the language learning skills of the children along with the enrichment of
own knowledge, skills, attitude and interest in the concept, first in own
mother tongue closely followed by the same in Hindi and other languages
depending on the level of language diversity in the group and the level and
direction of interaction.
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Concept of a School Language Readiness package
To improve the school readiness of children in the state UNICEF has
developed a school readiness package as a part of its Activity Based Learning
programme in 235 government schools of 4 districts. This package has
successfully enabled all children in class I of these schools acquire basic
literacy and numeracy skills before learning higher order skills. This has
been adapted in the form of ‘Ankur’ for orientation of all primary school
teachers in the state.
As a follow up to this, M-TALL akhra is working on a School Language
Readiness package and programme that starts from Anganwadi centres
and continues through class I in multilingual situations. Local learning
resources for the same in 9 languages have been compiled and initiatives
are going on to design the package. This is supposed to play a crucial role in
enabling every child acquire the basic interest in mother tongue based literacy
and numeracy skills before reaching class I in the Primary Schools.

Initiatives towards an appropriate vocabulary and understanding
in Science and Mathematics
It has also been observed that a poor foundation in language learning affects
the conceptual clarity of students in all other subjects. Challenges turn out
to be acute in subjects such as Science and Mathematics as they expect
every child to understand many technical words and concepts, which seem
to very new and difficult for children from rural backgrounds. At the same
time, in daily life, these children participate in various types of science and
mathematics activities in their own community and develop their own
knowledge and skills in both these critical areas. However, the bookish
language and teacher’s vocabulary fail to relate science and mathematics to
the rich life experience of children in both these subject areas.
M-TALL akhra has identified this as an important area of intervention.
It has initiated processes through its partner universities and tribal expert
groups to document local knowledge and skills in different areas of science
and mathematics in a systematic manner. In science this includes broad
areas such as plants, animals, air, water, soil, energy, weather, sky, rocks/
minerals, etc. Similarly there is an attempt to study how people count in
different communities, how they measure, what equipment they use to
measure, history of measurement, etc.

❑❑❑
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Annexure VI: Districts and Blocks Covered

S.N

Block

S.N

Block

S.N

Block

S.N

Block

1

Ratu

19 Bhamdaria

37 Sunder Pahar

55 Giridih Sadar

2

Namkum

20 Ranka

38 Borijor

56 Bengabad

3

Burmu

21 Bhaunathpur

39 Poreyahat

57 Bagodar

4

Arki

22 Latehar Sadar

40 Dumka

58 Patratu

5

Murhu

23 Madhudawar

41 Sikaripara

59 Ramkgarh

6

Karra

24 Balumath

42 Kathikund

60 Mandu

7

Dumri

25 Chaibasa Sadar

43 Litipara

61 Nawadih

8

Bisunpur

26 Bandgaon

44 Hiranpur

62 Jaridih

9

Palkot

27 Majgaon

45 Maheshpur

63 Bermo

10

Thethai Tangar

28 Jamshedpur

46 Jamtara

64 Jainagar

11

Barno

29 Ghatsila

47 Narayanpur

65 Koderma

12

Kurdeg

30 Bahragora

48 Nala

66 Satgawan

13

Kisko

31 Saraikella

49 Deoghar

67 Jharia

14

Bhandra

32 Kuchai

50 Devipur

68 Nirsa

15

Senha

33 Chandil

51 Palajori

69 Tundi

16

Palamu Sadar

34 Borio

52 Hazaribagh

70 Chatra Sadar

17

Panki

35 Pathne

53 Bhapdnnal

71 Itkhori

18

Chainpur

36 Taljhari

54 Choparan

72 Tandwa

❑❑❑
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Annexure VII: Questionnaires
>kj[k.M ljdkj
dY;k.k foHkkx
>kj[k.M tutkrh; dY;k.k 'kks/k laLFkku] jkaph&8
¼;wfulsQ] Vh-vkj-vkbZ] ts-bZ-ih-lh- ,oa Vh-vkj-,y- jk¡ph fo-fo-ds la;qDr rRoko/kku esa lapkfyr
ekr`Hkk"kk ij vk/kkfjr lfØ; Hkk"kk dk lkekftd&Hkk"kkoSKkfud v/;;u½
lk{kkRdkj vuqlwph
Øekad % ---------------------------------fnukad % ---------------------------------xzke % ----------------------------------------- Vksyk % --------------------------------------- iksLV %--------------------------------------iapk;r % ---------------------------------- iz[k.M % ------------------------------------- ftyk % -----------------------------------A. Hkk"kk dh xzkE; fLFkfr
1- m§kjnkrk dk uke % ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2- xk¡o esa dqy ifjokjksa dh la[;k % ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------		 ‘i’ vuqlwfpr tutkfr
		 ‘ii’ vuqlwfpr tkfr
		 ‘iii’ vU; tkfr
		 ‘iv’ xk¡o dh ekr`Hkk"kk D;k gS\
		 ‘v’ fdrus ifjokj bl Hkk"kk dks cksyrs gSa\
‘vi’ xk¡o dh vU; Hkk"kk,¡ D;k&D;k gS\a
B. Hkk"kk dh ikfjokfjd fLFkfr
1246810111213Ø-la-

m§kjnkrk dk uke %--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------vk;q ---------------------------------------------------------------- 3- fyax ------------------------------------------------------------ekr`Hkk"kk --------------------------------------------------------- 5- vU; Hkk"kk --------------------------------------------------f'k{kk --------------------------------------------------------------- 7- O;olk; -----------------------------------------------------oSokfgd fLFkfr -------------------------------------------- 9- iRuh dgk¡ ls --------------------------------------------tUe LFkku ¼ftyk ls nwjh½ -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------fuoklh ¼dc ls½ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------o"kZ esa fdrus ckj xk¡o NksM+dj tkrs gSa] dc dgk¡ vkSj D;ksa ---------------------------------------------ikfjokfjd fooj.k

ifjokj ds ifjokj ds eqf[k;k mez
lnL;ksa ds uke
ls lEcU/k

fyax oSokfgd 'kS{kf.kd O;olk;
fLFkfr fLFkfr
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ekr`Hkk"kk

14- ifjokj dh ekr`Hkk"kk ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

iz'ukoyh
Ø-la-

iz'u

1-

vki vke rkSj ij fdl Hkk"kk esa ckr djrs gSa\
‘a’ vius ifr ;k iRuh ls
‘b’ vius cPpksa ls
‘c’ vius ekrk&firk ls
‘d’ vius dk;Z&LFky ij
vU; nwljksa ls ckr djrs le; vki fdl Hkk"kk dk iz;ksx djrs gS\a
‘a’ ifr ;k iRuh tc vius cPpksa ls ckrsa djrs gSaA
‘b’ vkids cPps tc vkils ckr djrs gSaA
‘c’ vkids cPps tc xk¡o ds cqtqxksZa ls ckr djrs gSaA
‘d’ vki ds cPps tc vius fe=ksa ls ckr djrs gSaA
fgUnh cksyus okys dksbZ O;fDr ckgj ls vki ds xk¡o esa vkrs gSa] rks
D;k vki muls ckr dj ldrs gSa\
‘i’
fgUnh cksyus esa D;k vki xyrh djrs gSa\
‘ii’ ;fn gk¡ rks de ;k T;knk\
lk{kjrk@xf.krh; Lrj ¼fdl Hkk"kk es½a lwfpr djsa ¼funs'Z k½ MT, L2, L3
D;k vki &

2-

34-

5-

m§kj
‘----------------------------------------------------------------’
‘----------------------------------------------------------------’
‘----------------------------------------------------------------’
‘----------------------------------------------------------------’
‘----------------------------------------------------------------’
‘----------------------------------------------------------------’
‘----------------------------------------------------------------’
‘----------------------------------------------------------------’

gk¡@ugha
gk¡@ugha
‘----------------------------------------------------------------’

‘i’

viuk uke fy[k ldrs gSa\

gk¡@ugha

‘ii’
‘iii’
‘iv’
‘v’
‘vi’
‘vii’
‘viii’
‘ix’
‘x’
‘xi’
‘xii’
‘xiii’
‘xiv’
‘xv’

,d ljy okD; fy[k ldrs gSa\
vki lEcU/kh dks i= fy[k ldrs gSa\
ljdkjh vf/kdkjh dks i= fy[k ldrs gSa\
vius fe= dk uke i<+ ldrs gSa\
D;k vki cPpksa dh iqLrdsa i<+ ldrs gSa\
fdlh lEcU/kh }kjk Hkstk x;k i= i<+ ldrs gSa\
o;Ldksa dh iqLrdsa i<+ ldrs gSa\
nokbZ dh iphZ ij fy[ks funsZ'k i<+rs vkSj le>rs gSa\
v[kckj i<+rs vkSj le>rs gSa\
vius lEcfU/k;ksa dks fxu ldrs gSa\
:i;s&iSls dks fxu ldrs gSa\
nqdku ls [kjhnh x;h lkeku dk ewY; tksM+ ldrs gSa\
nqdkunkj }kjk ykSVk, x, iSls dk fglkc dj ldrs gS\a
?kM+h dk le; ns[kdj le> ldrs gSa\

gk¡@ugha
gk¡@ugha
gk¡@ugha
gk¡@ugha
gk¡@ugha
gk¡@ugha
gk¡@ugha
gk¡@ugha
gk¡@ugha
gk¡@ugha
gk¡@ugha
gk¡@ugha
gk¡@ugha
gk¡@ugha
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Ø-la6-

iz'u

m§kj

;fn vki Ldwy cnyrs gSa rks fdl Hkk"kk esa ¼Hkk"kk lwfpr djsa½
‘a’

vkids f'k{kd ckr djsa

‘----------------------------------------------------------------’

‘b’

ftlesa fy[kuk&i<+uk pkgsaxs

‘----------------------------------------------------------------’

‘c’

ftlesa ikB~;&iqLrd fyf[kr gks

‘----------------------------------------------------------------’

7-

;fn vkids xk¡o esa izk<S + f'k{kk 'kq: gks rks mlesa vki tkuk pkgsxa \s

8-

vki fdl Hkk"kk dks ilUn djrs gSa\

9-

gk¡@ugha

‘a’

vPNk fy[kus esa

‘----------------------------------------------------------------’

‘b’

dgkuh lquus esa

‘----------------------------------------------------------------’

‘c’

dgkuh lquus esa

‘----------------------------------------------------------------’

‘d’

dgkuh dgus esa

‘----------------------------------------------------------------’

‘e’

xkuk lquus esa

‘----------------------------------------------------------------’

‘f’

xkuk xkus esa

‘----------------------------------------------------------------’

vki fdl Hkk"kk dks ilUn djsaxs\
‘a’

ftlesa iqLrdsa fyf[kr gks

‘----------------------------------------------------------------’

‘b’

LokLF; lEcU/kh ckrsa izdkf'kr gks

‘----------------------------------------------------------------’

‘c’

d`f"k lEcU/kh ckrsa izdkf'kr gks

‘----------------------------------------------------------------’

‘d’

xk¡o ds cPps i<+&fy[k lds

‘----------------------------------------------------------------’

‘e’

Ldwy esa f'k{kd cPpksa ls ckrsa dj lds

‘----------------------------------------------------------------’

‘f’

izkFkfed Ldwy ds ikB~;&iqLrd gks

‘----------------------------------------------------------------’

10-

D;k vki viuh ekr`Hkk"kk esa i<+uk&fy[kuk pkgsaxs\

gk¡@ugha

11-

D;k vkids cPps viuh ekr`Hkk"kk esa i<+uk&fy[kuk pkgsaxs\

gk¡@ugha

12-

iM+kslh xk¡o esa dkSu&lh Hkk"kk cksyh tkrh gS\

‘----------------------------------------------------------------’

13-

ml Hkk"kk dks dkSu&dkSu yksx cksyrs gSa\

‘----------------------------------------------------------------’

14-

os fd/kj jgrs gSa\

‘----------------------------------------------------------------’

15-

vkids xk¡o ls fdruh nwjh ij gS\

‘----------------------------------------------------------------’

16-

tc vki cktkj tkrs gSa rks fdl Hkk"kk dk iz;ksx djrs gSa\
‘i’

vius fe=@tku&igpku okyks ls

‘----------------------------------------------------------------’

‘ii’

nqdkunkj ls Ø;&foØ; djrs le;

‘----------------------------------------------------------------’

‘iii’

vU; fdlh fLFkfr esa

‘----------------------------------------------------------------’

17- 'kks/k vUos"kd dk eUrO; %&
vUos"kd dk gLrk{kj
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>kj[k.M ljdkj
dY;k.k foHkkx
>kj[k.M tutkrh; dY;k.k 'kks/k laLFkku] jkaph&8
¼;wfulsQ] Vh-vkj-vkbZ] ts-bZ-ih-lh- ,oa Vh-vkj-,y- jk¡ph fo-fo- ds la;qDr rRoko/kku esa lapkfyr
ekr`Hkk"kk ij vk/kkfjr lfØ; Hkk"kk dk lkekftdl&Hkk"kkoSKkfud v/;;u½

Nk=@Nk=kvksa ds lkFk okrkZyki vuqlwph
Øekad % ----------------------------------

fnukad % ----------------------------------

Nk=@Nk=k dk uke % --------------------------------------------------- Ldwy dk uke % ------------------------------------------------d{kk --------------------------------- tkfr --------------------------- xzke ---------------------------------- iksLV ---------------------------------iapk;r ----------------------------------------------- iz[k.M --------------------------------------------- ftyk --------------------------------------Øe
iz'u
m§kj
1- vki dkSu&ljh Hkk"kk tkurs gSa\ ¼izkFkfedrk ds Øe esa½
‘i’ cksyus esa
‘i’ ----------------------- ‘ii’ ------------------------ ‘iii’ --------------------‘ii’ i<+us esa
‘i’ ----------------------- ‘ii’ ------------------------ ‘iii’ --------------------‘iii’ fy[kus esa
‘i’ ----------------------- ‘ii’ ------------------------ ‘iii’ --------------------2- vf/kdka'k cPpksa dks fdl Hkk"kk dh tkudkjh gS\
‘-------------------------------------------------------------’
3- D;k bl Hkk"kk dk iz;ksx Ldwy esa gksrk gS\
ugha
gk¡
4- Ldwy esa fdl Hkk"kk dk iz;ksx gksrk gSA
‘i’ ikB~;&iqLrdksa esa iz;qDr Hkk"kk
‘-------------------------------------------------------------’
‘ii’ f'k{kdksa }kjk iz;qDr Hkk"kk
‘-------------------------------------------------------------’
5- f'k{kd dqN dgrs gSa rks mls le>us ds fy, vki D;k mik; djrs gSa\
‘-------------------------------------------------------------’
6- ;fn ?kj dh Hkk"kk vyx gks rks iqLrdsa vkSj vU; phtsa dSls i<+ ldrs gSa\
‘-------------------------------------------------------------’
7- vki f'k{kd ls fdl Hkk"kk esa ckr djrs gSa\
‘-------------------------------------------------------------’
8- D;k os [kq'kh&[kq'kh tokc nsrs gSa\
ugha
gk¡
9- vkids d{kk ds fdrus cPps i<+uk tkurs gS\a mUgsa i<+us esa dkSu enn djrk gS\
10- vkids d{kk esa fdrus cPPks i<+us ugha tkurs gS\a mUgsa i<+us esa dkSu enn djrs gS\a
11- ‘i’ D;k vki dgkuh dh iqLrdsa i<+rs gSa\
ugha
gk¡
‘ii’ ;fn gk¡ rks dgk¡
Ldwy esa
?kj esa
12- dqN vPNh dgkuh iqLrdksa dk uke crk,¡A i<+k gqvk esa ls dqN vPNh dgkuh ‘-------------------------------------------------------------’
dk uke crkosaA
13- vkids ikB~;&iqLrd esa euilan dgkfu;k¡] dfork,¡ rFkk fp= dkSu&lh gS\
‘-------------------------------------------------------------’
14- dkSu&lk fo"k;@'kh"kZd vkidks le> esa ugha vkrk\
‘-------------------------------------------------------------’
15- tc f'k{kd dh Hkk"kk ;k ikB~;&iqLrd dh Hkk"kk dks ugha le> ikrs gSa rks vki D;k djrs gS\a ‘-------------------------------------------------------------’
16- vkids xk¡o esa dkSu vkidks i<+us&fy[kus esa enn djrs gSa\
‘-------------------------------------------------------------’
17- D;k vki ,d&nwljs dks i<+us&fy[kus esa enn djrs gSa\
‘-------------------------------------------------------------’
18- 'kks/k vUos"kd dk eUrO; %&
‘-------------------------------------------------------------’

vUos"kd dk gLrk{kj
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>kj[k.M ljdkj
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f'k{kd lk{kkRdkj vuqlwph

Øekad % ----------------------------------

fnukad % ----------------------------------

Nk=@Nk=k dk uke % -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Ldwy dk uke % ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- xzke ------------------------------------------iksLV ----------------------------- iapk;r --------------------------- iz[k.M ----------------------------- ftyk --------------------------------Hkk"kk ftlesa f'k{kd dks fuiq.krk izkIr gksA
fuiq.krk laFkkyh dqM+q[k eq.Mkjh

gks

[kfM+;k iap ijxfu;k ukxiqjh dqjekyh [kksjBk

vU;

cksyus esa
i<+us esa
fy[kus esa
Øe

iz'u

m§kj

1-

‘i’

2-

d{kk 1 ,oa 2 ds Nk=@Nk=kvksa dks i<+kus ,oa Hkk"kk fy[kkus ds fy, ‘-------------------------------------------------------------’
ikB~;&iqLrd ds vfrfjDr vkSj D;k gS\

3-

muesa ls d{kk 1 ,oa 2 ds fy, i<+us@Hkk"kk lh[kus ds fy, dkSu lcls ‘-------------------------------------------------------------’
vf/kd ykHkizn gS vkSj dSls\

4-

vksjg fdu oLrqvksa dh vko';drk gS] ftlls Ldwy esa d{kk 1 ,oa 2 ds ‘-------------------------------------------------------------’
cPps vius i<+us dh {kerk dks c<+k ldsa\

5-

vkius Hkk"kk d{kk esa cPpksa ds i<+us@Hkk"kk lh[kus dh {kerk dks fodflr ‘-------------------------------------------------------------’
djus esa dkSu&lk iz;ksx@fØ;kdyki dks mi;ksxh ik;k\

6-

vkius vius iz;klksa ls fdu cPPksa esa vPNh rjg i<+us dh {kerk fodflr ‘-------------------------------------------------------------’
gksus dk eglwl fd;kA vkius muds fy, D;k fd;k\

7-

D;k vkids iz;kl ls lHkh cPps vius {kerk ds vuqlkj lh[k ikrs gSa\ ‘-------------------------------------------------------------’
‘i’ vkids d{kk esa dkSu ls cPps vPNh rjg i<+us dh {kerk c<+kus ‘-------------------------------------------------------------’
esa la?k"kZ'khy gS\
‘ii’ os la?k"kZ D;ksa djrs gSa
‘-------------------------------------------------------------’

8-

D;k d{kk esa iBu&ikBu ds fy, mi;ksxh ikB~;&iqqLld gS\
‘ii’ ;fn gk¡ rks mldk mi;ksx dSls djrs gSa\
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gk¡

ugha

‘-------------------------------------------------------------’

Øe

iz'u

m§kj

‘iii’ vkius muds fy, dqN fd;k gS\ ;fn gk¡ rks D;k fd;k gS\

‘-------------------------------------------------------------’

‘iv’ mlesa vkidks fdruh lQyrk feyh\

‘-------------------------------------------------------------’

9-

bl lEcU/k esa vkius dksbZ ykHknk;d izf'k{k.k ik;k\ ;fn gk¡ rks vkius ‘-------------------------------------------------------------’
fdl fn'kk esa ykHknk;d ik;k\

10-

‘i’

vki fdl fLFkfr esa dgsaxs fd cPps vPNh i<+kbZ dj jgs gSa\

‘ii’ vkids vk/kkjHkwr lwpdkad@ekin.M D;k gS\

‘-------------------------------------------------------------’
‘-------------------------------------------------------------’

11-

D;k vki eglwl djrs gSa fd i<+us dh f'k{k.k fof/k esa cPpksa dh Hkk"kk ‘-------------------------------------------------------------’
egRoiw.kZ gS\ ;fn gk¡ rks dSls\

12-

;fn cPpksa dh ekr`Hkk"kk] Ldwy dh Hkk"kk ls vyx gS rks D;k Ldwy esa ‘-------------------------------------------------------------’
leL;k dk lkeuk djuk iM+rk gS\ ;fn gk¡ rks fdl rjg dh leL;kvksa
dk lkeuk djuk iM+rk gS\

13-

mi;qZDr fLFkfr esa vki D;k djrs gSa\

14-

vkids {ks= esa leqnk; ds lkFk dksbZ ykHkizn lk/ku gS ftldk mi;ksx ‘-------------------------------------------------------------’
'kq:vkrh d{kkvksa esa i<+us dh {kerk c<+kus esa fd;k tk lds\

15-

d`i;k ,d ,slk mnkgj.k nsa ftlls vkids d{kk esa vkids iz;kl ls ‘-------------------------------------------------------------’
cPpk@cPpksa esa i<+us dh {kerk fodflr gqbZ gksA

16-

'kks/k vUos"kd dk eUrO; %&

‘-------------------------------------------------------------’

vUos"kd dk gLrk{kj
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leqnk; lnL; Lkk{kkRdkj vuqlwph

Øekad % ---------------------------------fnukad % ---------------------------------leqnk; lnL; dk uke % ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------vk;q ----------------------- fyax --------------------------- 'kS{kf.kd LFkfr ------------------------------------------- O;olk; ------------------------------xzke -------------------------- iks- ----------------------------- iapk;r ------------------------------- iz[k.M ----------------------- ftyk --------------------Øiz'u
1- vkids xk¡o esa dkSu&dkSu&lh Hkk"kk,¡ cksyh tkrh gSa\ ¼;gk¡ cPpksa dh Hkk"kk ls
rkRi;Z gS tks ?kj esa cksyh tkrh gSA½
2- dkSu&lh Hkk"kk cktkj esa lcls T;knk cksyh tkrh gS\
3- vf/kd la[;k esa yksx fdl Hkk"kk dks ?kj esa iz;ksx djrs gSaA ¼;g xk¡o esa
yksxksa dh ekr`Hkk"kk dks n'kkZrk gS½
4- lkekU; rkSj ij cPps fdl Hkk"kk dk iz;ksx [ksy ds nkSjku djrs gSa\
5- fdl Hkk"kk esa cPps lkekU; rkSj ij vius ekrk&firk ls ckrsa djrs gSa\
6- fdl Hkk"kk esa cPps lkekU; rkSj ij cqtqxksZa ls ckrsa djrs gSa\
7- D;k f'k{kd cPpksa ls mudh ekr`Hkk"kk esa ckrsa djrs gSa\
8- cPps i<+us&fy[kus lh[kus dh O;oLFkk dSls djrs gSa\
9- bl lanHkZ esa f'k{kd dh enn ds fy, vkSj D;k djuk pkfg,\
10- D;k xk¡o dk nwljk O;fDr ¼f'k{kd ds vfrfjDr½ Ldwy esa cPpksa ds
i<+us&fy[kus esa enn djrs gSa\
11- D;k xk¡o esa dksbZ iqLrdky; gS\ ;fn gk¡ rks D;k cPpksa ds fy, iqLrdsa gSa\
D;k cPps ogk¡ i<+us ds fy, tkrs gSa\
12- D;k xk¡o ds fdlh R;ksgkj fo/kku rFkk ?kjsyw dk;ksZa ds lkFk i<+us&fy[kus dk
dk;Z lfEefyr gSA ;fn gk¡ rks D;k i<+us&fy[kus dk dk;ZØe gqvk gSA
13- vkids vuqlkj d{kk & 1 rFkk 2 ds lHkh cPps c<+uk&fy[kuk ugha tku lds]
bldk eq[; dkj.k D;k gS\
14- cPpksa dks i<+uk&fy[kuk fl[kkus ds fy, D;k fd;k tkuk pkfg,\
15- ;fn dgkuh fy[kus okyk ¼dgkuhdkj½] ys[kd] dfo] bR;kfn Ldwy tk dj
cPpksa ds lkFk viuk vuqHko ck¡Vsa rks D;k cPps vPNk i<+ ldsaxs\
16- D;k ,slk dksbZ volj vk;k tc LFkkuh; ys[kd] dfo] dgkuhdkj vkfn
Ldwy x;s vkSj cPpksa dks i<+us&fy[kus esa enn fd;s\
17- d{kk & 1 rFkk 2 ds dkSu&ls cPpksa dks vf/kd enn dh t:jr gS\
18- 'kks/k vUos"kd dk eUrO; %&
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Children say…..
‘First in our mother tongue, then new ones!’
•

Anganwadi and School will help me in developing my language foundation in
my mother tongue first before bridging with the school and other language.

•

My Anganwadi Sevika and School teacher will talk with me in my mother
tongue in AW center and classroom.

•

My teachers will have knowledge and understanding about life in my village
where I grow up and learn.

•

They will also be aware about the social and cultural practices in my village.

•

My teachers will be trained for teaching in a classroom situation where I and
my friends from different linguistic backgrounds will learn together.

•

My school and Anganwadi center will have learning materials to help us
understand school language through our mother tongue.

•

Such learning materials would include picture dictionary, story books, songs,
riddles, etc.

•

Village elders and people from different professions in our village will come
to our school and Anganwadi center and we will interact with them in our
mother tongue to learn many new things from near to far.

•

A “School Language Readiness Package” will be developed for me in the
Anganwadi center so that I develop basic language foundation skills before
I go to school.

•

My Anganwadi center and school will understand that all of us in the AW
center and classrooms have different mother tongues which is different from
the school language.

•

Hence my textbooks and learning materials will be made accordingly so that
all of us have equal opportunity to learn together.

M-TALL akhra for children
M-TALL (Mother Tongue based Active Language Learning) akhra is a forum supported by UNICEF,
Jharkhand. It is established at the Jharkhand Tribal Welfare Research Institute of the Department
of Welfare, Government of Jharkhand. It consists of representatives from all the universities of
the state, all government departments working for children, civil society organisations, media, tribal
language experts from all major tribal and regional languages, teachers, students and other experts.
Members of the M-TALL akhra believe that children can learn different languages and subjects
well if their initial language learning starts in their mother tongue/s. This foundation enables
them to relate to other languages in a systematic manner. Better designed is this mother tongue
based foundation, smoother and stronger becomes their scope for learning. Accordingly M-TALL
akhra attempts to center around the mother tongue based experience of every child. Based on this
experience and expertise, children are pedagogically supported to acquire good language learning
skills.
Gradually this learning ability of children is channelized towards school languages such as Hindi
and English through a bridge established between home language/s and school language/s. This
approach has been proved highly successful in different parts of the globe as it helps children, and
thereby their teachers and community members to acquire good language skills by learning from
each language in and around school. Simultaneously every language in the community and school
finds a way to flourish through its continuous use!  
The socio-linguistic documentation in Jharkhand turned out to be an eye-opener for all concerned!
It depicted the extremely high level of multilingualism in the state. This report familiarizes us with
this wonderful language diversity of the state. It also highlights the enormous challenges children
face in rural areas when schools operate in a different language. It urges us think hard to explore
possibilities for their education, as defined under the Right of Children to Free and Compulsory
Education Act.
M-TALL akhra has explored some possibilities through following activities.
•
•
•
•
•

Sharing the findings of this documentation with all concerned – government, civil society,
media, universities, tribal language forums, teachers, etc. and strive for policy level amendments.
Printing of children’s bilingual Picture Dictionaries in nine tribal and regional languages for
use in Anganwadi Nursery School Kendras and Primary Schools of the state.
Development of Bhasha Puliya (a comprehensive school language readiness package) for use
in initial days of children in Anganwadi Nursery School Kendras and Primary Schools of the
state.
A total Pre-School Learning programme for the state – plan, material, training, academic
calendar, kit, academic support and monitoring structure with Department of Women &
Child Development and Department of Education.
Language bridging strategies in science, mathematics and social studies.

M-TALL akhra cordially invites your ideas, experiences and insights for many more such activities
in the state to make Mother Tongue based Active Language Learning and thereby the Right to
Education a reality of every child!

For further details, please contact:
M-TALL akhra
JTWRI, Morabadi, Ranchi

